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' ABSTRACT

Development of unconventional processes is necessary in order to meet the 

need to separate carbon monoxide from carbon dioxide in a system proposed to 

produce oxygen from the atmosphere of Mars. Two different methods of achieving 

this separation were studied: catalytic disproportionation of carbon monoxide and 

carbon monoxide adsorption using a selective solid adsorbent

It was found that disproportionation of carbon monoxide with a carefully 

selected and prepared catalyst could be used successfully, but that numerous factors 

make catalyst selection difficult. Nickel was found to be a good catalyst under 

certain conditions. Minimal success was achieved with ruthenium. Regeneration 

of the nickel catalyst was achieved by gasification of deposited carbon with carbon 

dioxide.

A  selective solid adsorbent material was produced using copper salts on a 

ceramic carrier. It removed carbon monoxide from a mixed gas stream, and could 

be regenerated by a desorption step.
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INTRODUCTION

Removal of carbon monoxide (CO) from mixed gas streams is an important 

industrial requirement of increasing prominence due to concern for the 

environment. Hydrocarbon combustion equipment such as boilers, incinerators, gas 

turbines and internal combustion engines, as well as steel and petrochemical plants, 

commonly generate by-product CO. Carbon monoxide is currently a major toxic 

atmospheric pollutant in some urban areas. A  common approach used today for 

minimizing CO emissions from combustion equipment exhaust gas is to oxidize CO 

to carbon dioxide (C 02). In some Cases the use of oxidation is prohibitively 

difficult. Oxidation may become less acceptable because of the popular perception 

that anthropogenetic C 0 2 is a cause of global warming. It would be desirable to 

utilize the CO instead of discarding it. Recovery of CO from gas streams would be 

beneficial, since CO is useful as a fuel or in industrial processes for the 

manufacture of various chemicals and polymers.

The primary motivation for this work was to remove CO from a process stream 

in a plant intended to produce oxygen on Mars. The Mars oxygen production plant 

under development at the University of Arizona would make oxygen from C 02 in 

the Martian atmosphere. Carbon monoxide, a co-product of this process, must be 

removed to prevent system degradation and to minimize the amount of Martian 

atmosphere that must be compressed. Oxidation of the CO is not a viable option 

in this case since oxygen is not freely available on Mars as it is on Earth.
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Before specific discussions relating to the oxygen plant, it is instructive to briefly 

discuss CO separation techniques currently practiced. The principal methods 

available for recovery of CO from a mixed gas stream are cryogenic separation and 

liquid absorption, both of which require extensive equipment.1 Cryogenic 

separation involves liquefaction and distillation to separate CO. Liquid absorption 

uses solutions to absorb CO from a gas stream. The liquid absorbent is then

recycled by complex processes.
/

Another available method is the use of a solid adsorbent. Dry solid adsorbents
,

were considered in this work. A  process using solid adsorbents to recover CO from 

a mixed gas stream can be simple and reliable. For example, pressure swing 

adsorption is a technique currently used in industry. For a single step CO recovery 

system, the solid adsorbent must be selective to CO.2

Oxygen is produced by the Mars oxygen production plant using a high 

temperature electrochemical cell, with a ceramic membrane of stabilized zirconia 

serving as a solid electrolyte. For each mole of 0 2 produced by this method, two 

moles of CO are also produced as a co-product.

If the system is operated without recirculation as shown by the simplified 

schematic in Figure 1, the required inlet compressor is very large and heavy. An 

important concern in the design of a space system is its mass. System mass is a 

primary factor in overall cost of mission execution. Recirculation of the gas stream 

that is exhausted from the plant in Figure 1 can be used to significantly reduce the
■ ■■ • -  ■ ' '■  ̂ . V' ■ - ■
size of the inlet compressor.
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Figure 2 shows a simplified schematic of a plant configured with recirculation 

of the cell exhaust C O /C 02 gas mixture. This approach could result in less overall 

mass for the plant. However, in a design with recirculation there is a requirement 

to remove CO from the recycle stream. This is shown schematically in Figure 2 as 

a carbon deposition device that removes CO by disproportionation in a catalyst bed. 

Catalytic disproportionation is a novel CO removal technique considered in this 

work. A  second catalyst bed might be used to eliminate the need for reactor shut

down during catalyst regeneration. Carbon deposited on the catalyst could be 

removed by carbon gasification (reverse of the disproportionation reaction) to 

regenerate it for further use.

The ceramic membrane cell based Mars oxygen production plant design 

requires operating conditions that limit the methods available for removing CO

from the system. In general, the separation device must function reliably under
i

severe conditions. The operating conditions for the CO separation device are 

restricted to certain gas concentrations. Expected gas mixtures with 5% to 20% CO 

(molar basis) in C 0 2 and some nitrogen were considered here.

A  range of operating temperatures and pressures may also be specified, in order 

to optimize operation of the plant. Most existing CO separation methods are not 

practical under these conditions, especially when other considerations are taken into 

account such as externally generated energy requirements and system complexity.

In the present work two potentially feasible CO separation methods are 

considered. A  novel approach is proposed that involves disproportionation of CO.



Another approach that uses selective solid adsorbents, described in the patent 

literature, was considered as well.

16
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Chapter 1 

literature Review

The literature pertinent to this research can be divided into several categories, 

covered in sub-chapters of this review. For catalytic disproportionation of carbon 

monoxide, there is a large body of useful prior work. Discussion of the literature 

for this subject will include a section on catalysts, and a section on carbon 

deposition and its effects. Also appropriate to the CO disproportionation subject 

is literature on carbon gasification, since gasification would be necessary to 

regenerate CO disproportionation catalysts. As for the CO selective solid 

adsorbent, little directly related literature is available outside of patents on the 

subject. The relevant patents will be discussed in the final sub-chapter of this 

review.

Literature appropriate to the subject of CO disproportionation includes studies 

of carbon monoxide interactions with the metals of interest, catalysis of gas 

reactions involving carbon carrying components, and processes of generating solid 

carbon on or in a metal from carbon carrying compounds in the gas phase. The 

literature coverage of prior research considers the catalysts that are effective for 

carbon deposition. It also details many efforts to understand the mechanisms 

involved for carbon deposition from gas reactants.

For the purpose of this work, the literature was used to help choose the catalyst 

materials to test. It also assisted in determining the possible effects of continued
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use on the catalyst Also, the literature contributed to an understanding of the 

scientific principles involved in this system. It has been shown in this work that the 

system studied here reacts in some ways quite differently from what has been seen 

in prior work represented in the literature.

1.1 Carbon Monoxide Disproportionation

The carbon monoxide (CO) disproportionation reaction:

2CO-> C 0 2 + C

is often referred to as the Boudouard reaction.3 In some of the earliest work, the 

reaction was observed by Sabatier (19Q3)4 occurring at temperatures from 230°C 

to 400°C.

For the most part the reaction has been a hindrance to industrialization, causing 

the clogging or fouling of equipment. Production of carbon black directly by the 

disproportionation of CO was accomplished in Germany during World War II, and 

was the subject of a U. S. Patent (1955).5 Research on this and related reactions 

is extensive, particularly as applied to the synthesis of hydrocarbons, since CO 

disproportionation is generally considered a necessary step in a  reaction with 

hydrogen to produce methane.

In general, CO disproportionation is a relatively slow reaction in the absence 

of a catalyst.6 Disproportionation can occur after adsorption of CO on the surface 

of catalytic metals, as shown by the following reactions:7
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2COfe; -* 2COw

COfâ; -* c + Q(ads)

®(ads) + -» C O ^

In these reactions "(ads)" represents components adsorbed on the surface of the 

catalyst. The reactions result in the formation of carbon. This carbon can be 

present in a wide variety of different forms,8 listed here and discussed in greater 

detail later:

° An "active" surface carbon,

° Carbon interstitially dissolved in the bulk catalyst,

« Carbon combined with some metals (i. e. forming carbides),

° Carbon filaments growing out from the catalyst surface, or 

» Amorphous or graphitic inactive carbon deposits.

1.2 Catalysts

The transition metals iron, nickel, cobalt, and ruthenium have been found to be 

good catalysts for CO disproportionation. Research conducted on these metals as 

catalysts has resulted in the following knowledge, presented here to give the reader 

an understanding of the diversity and complexity of this subject:

a. Iron. Experiments were conducted by Walker, RakszawsM and Imperial 

(1959)* using iron catalysts with CO and hydrogen to determine the properties of
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the carbon formed. It was found that the microstmcture of the deposited carbon 

could take many shapes, with no association of a particular type of growth with 

variations in operating conditions. The more common form of carbon growth 

consisted of filaments, with a particle of iron at their growth end. The particle was 

correctly presumed to be the catalyst for the growth of that filament. This tendency 

for filaments to remove particles from the metal surface caused disintegration of 

the catalyst metal. Deactivation of the catalyst eventually occurred as a result of 

the conversion of active iron (Fe) to inactive cementite (Fe3C).

Further work by Turkdogan, Vinters and Olsson (1974)3 gave the following 

results: Carbon deposition almost always results in mechanical disintegration of the 

catalyst, known as "metal dusting." Catalyst effectiveness is highly dependent on its 

pretreatment and history. Small amounts of hydrogen adsorbed on the iron 

increase the catalytic effect for the CO disproportionation reaction (2% hydrogen 

increased the reaction rate 500 times at 400oC). Water in small concentrations also 

increased the catalytic rate. The reaction is retarded by the presence of carbon 

dioxide. It is also retarded (poisoned) by a sulfur monolayer, or the presence of 

nitrogen compounds such as NH3 or (CN)2. It was also seen that an existing carbon 

deposit had no catalytic effect on the reaction.

These studies with iron as a CO disproportionation catalyst illustrate important 

ramifications for all of the catalyst metals used for disproportionation, in particular:
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• Filament growth of some form often occurs,

° The catalyst often disintegrates,

° The active phase is the pure metal,

• Activity is increased by hydrogen, and

° Poisoning is caused by certain elements and compounds.

There is still some debate regarding whether the active phase is the pure metal. 

In many cases various carbides have been proposed as the active phase. But in 

general, more workers in the field agree that the metal is the active phase for 

catalytic disproportionation.10

b. Cobalt. In their research Jablonski, Geurts and Sacco (1992)11 found 

cobalt to be as catalytically active as iron for CO disproportionation in C 0 /C 0 2 

mixtures with high CO content.

c. Nickel. Also studied by Jablonski et a t, nickel was found to have about two 

thirds the reaction rate of cobalt or iron in a 70% CO, 30% C 0 2 reaction gas 

mixture. A  likely reason for this lesser activity was that nickel was found not to 

experience surface break up or fragmentation as did the cobalt and the iron. The 

surface breakup in their research was considered to be the result of carbides 

forming and their different density (greater specific volume) straining the metal 

lattice until it fractured. Fragmentation then resulted in increased active surface 

area, increasing overall catalytic activity for a given amount of metal catalyst. It 

was also found that carbon deposits on nickel were more often amorphous than 

filamentary, which also could be a result of less fragmentation. Nickel is probably
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the most studied of the CO disproportionation catalysts, based on the amount of 

recent literature devoted to studies of nickel.

d. Ruthenium. CO disproportionation resulting in the formation of carbon on 

the surface of ruthenium has been observed by the following researchers (in all 

cases, the reaction gas was pure CO):

Reference

Singh and Grenga (1977)12 

Rabo, Risch and Poutsma (1978)13 

Low and Bell (1979)14 

Wise and McCarty (1983)15

Catalyst form

Pure ruthenium metal particle

1.2 wt% ruthenium on silica 

5 wt% ruthenium on alumina 

5 wt% ruthenium on alumina

This list of references was presented to show that it has been confirmed by 

multiple sources that ruthenium is an effective disproportionation catalyst, since that 

issue was questioned in this work. The above listed studies were performed mainly 

in the interest of characterizing ruthenium as a catalyst for hydrocarbon fuel 

synthesis. The effectiveness of ruthenium points out that the formation of an 

intermediate stable carbide is not necessary for a catalyst to function, since 

ruthenium is known not to form a stable carbide.16

e. Alloys. A  detailed theoretical and experimental analysis was performed by 

Audier et a t on iron-nickel17 and iron-cobalt18 alloy catalysts. By alloying two 

different catalytically active metals, the thermodynamic activity of each metal in the 

alloy is lowered. This results in less opportunity for a carbide or an oxide to form. 

As discussed above, the formation of a carbide or oxide is thought to contribute to
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deactivation of the catalyst. There may also be advantages to alloying with non- 

catalytic metals. Additionally, 'bimetallic catalysts" can be made from immiscible 

metals.19 It has been seen that two metals that do not form an alloy can still have 

significant interactions when they are placed together in a finely dispersed manner 

on a support. Alloying catalysts will be further discussed in Chapter 2.

1.3 Carbon Deposition Kinetics and Morphologies

Baker and Harris (1979)10 reviewed the morphological nature of carbon 

deposited by disproportionation of CO. The deposits can be divided into three 

types: amorphous, platelet and vermicular. The vermicular deposits can be

filaments, fibers, or whiskers. Filaments are a common form seen for moderate 

temperatures and pressures. The filaments generally range from 0.01 to 0.5 Atm in 

diameter and up to 10 n m  in length. Baker and Harris also found these filaments 

to be quite strong, and their bond to the base metal had considerable strength as 

well. Invariably, a catalyst particle was at the head of or imbedded within the 

filament. Baker and Harris concluded that the exact mechanism of the catalytic 

reaction is not known, and that there are conflicts regarding the preferred catalyst 

or operating conditions to achieve desired reaction rates and forms of carbon 

produced. The experimentation of Baker and co-workers usually included the use 

of Controlled Atmosphere Electron Microscopy (CAEM) to study the kinetics of 

carbon filament growth. This technique has the advantage that continuous
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observations can be made of growth process dynamics as deposition is occurring at 

high temperatures. It avoids any misleading effects that may result from quenching 

the sample (such as phase changes, or precipitation of carbon from solution) and 

exposure to air.

The kinetics of carbon growth were analyzed by Audier and Coulon (1984).20 

They determined that the rate of carbon deposition from disproportionation was a 

function of the chemical potential of the carbon in the gas mixture (for gas mixtures 

near equilibrium). The rate limiting step for the deposition was shown to be the 

bulk diffusion of carbon in the metal. The issue of mechanism will be discussed 

later in this review. Audier and Coulon gave the following equation for the 

reaction rate of CO disproportionation:

Reaction Rate = kR (ae -  1) S (1)

where kR is a rate constant (a function of temperature), ac is the thermodynamic 

activity of carbon associated with the C 0 /C 0 2 ratio of the gas phase (and the 

temperature), and S is the active area of the catalyst. It is very difficult to know the 

active surface area of the catalyst, especially when surface area is changing with 

time due to catalyst disintegration on one hand, and carbon deposition on the other. 

Thus, the above formula is not amenable to practical use for determination of rate 

constants or their comparison between systems. But it does show the importance 

of surface area and ac in disproportionation rates.
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The mechanism responsible for the formation of filaments in the catalysis of CO 

disproportionation is as yet not fully understood. The path to filament growth can 

be summarized as:21

a. Gaseous carbon containing molecules are adsorbed on the metal surface.

b. Reactions occur that result in the production of carbon atoms.

c. Carbon atoms dissolve in the bulk metal.

d. The carbon atoms migrate to preferred locations.

e. Carbon atoms precipitate from the bulk, accumulating at these locations.

f. Carbon precipitate displaces metal crystallites from the bulk.

g. Filaments grow, carrying with them the catalytic metal crystallite.

A  diagram depicting the appearance of a filament with its catalyst particle is 

shown in Figure 3.

The preferred locations for carbon to precipitate could be grain boundaries or 

dislocations. It is not clear though what the effects of grain boundaries or 

dislocations are. The crystallites are normally smaller than the initial grain size, 

indicating that the dislocations may be the preferred locations discussed above. 

Audier (1981)22 found that catalyst fragmentation caused by carbon deposition 

from CO disproportionation was necessary for high rates of reaction.
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Leading face

Figure 3. Diagram of a carbon filament.

Other research has shown that a cold worked metal catalyst was active while a 

well annealed metal catalyst was not.23 This could be because an annealed metal 

does not have any of the preferred locations for carbon to precipitate. So the 

reaction surface becomes encapsulated by carbon since there is no other place for 

additional carbon to go when the bulk is saturated. Also, it has been found that 

disproportionation can take place on an abraded surface, but not after the surface 

was electro-polished.24 This may have been because the abraded surface had 

"active sites" for nucleation of carbon deposition that did not exist when electro- 

polished. Another possibility for a lack of catalytic activity by the electro-polished
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surface was that none of the active faces of the metal crystal (to be discussed later) 

were exposed to reaction gas.

It is generally believed that carbon diffusion through the catalyst particle is the 

rate limiting step in filament growth, since the activation energy for carbon 

deposition has been shown for many different systems to be the same as that for 

diffusion of carbon through the catalyst metal.

There is a great deal of disagreement regarding the driving force for carbon 

diffusion through the catalyst metal. As discussed by Yang and Chen (1989),25 the 

driving force for carbon diffusion could be a carbon concentration gradient (the 

most obvious conclusion). But since in some of the catalytic metals carbon 

supersaturation is known not to occur, there would be no way for the carbon 

concentration to be higher at the side of the crystallite exposed to reaction gas than 

the side in contact with the carbon filament. Their proposed mechanism for the 

diffusion is a temperature gradient through the catalyst particle. Previously this 

explanation was considered incorrect since when gases were used that decompose 

to carbon endothermically, a temperature gradient would not be expected to exist, 

yet in all such cases filament growth occurred. Yang and Chen state that a 

temperature gradient can still exist in this case if heat is supplied by radiation from 

the surroundings. Also, graphite precipitation at the filament (cooler) end of the 

particle is an endothermic reaction (40.5 KJ/mole) which provides a heat sink.

This conclusion is plausible except that Yang and Chen bring out one weakness 

in their theory when they note that at the filament end of the catalyst particle,
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carbon precipitation can result in phase segregation at preferred locations to form 

carbon even when the carbon concentration in the metal is well below saturation, 

e. g. approximately one half of the saturation solubility for carbon in nickel. Thus 

a concentration gradient could exist in the particle even when its leading face is 

carbon saturated, since there could be a less than saturation carbon concentration 

at the trailing face of the particle.

Also of importance, Yang and Chen showed that certain crystal faces of the 

metal were more catalytically active than others. For nickel, a face centered cubic 

unit cell crystal lattice, the (100) and (110) faces were the most catalytically active 

for disproportionation, while the (111) and (311) faces were preferred locations for 

carbon to precipitate. These findings have been observed by other workers, and 

help explain why metal crystallites take on certain shapes.

Alstrup (1988)26 proposed that a surface carbide was the actual catalyst in 

supported iron and nickel catalysts. Thiis the driving force for migration of carbon 

through the particle is the high carbon concentration in the bulk adjacent to the 

surface carbide. The plausibility of this mechanism is questionable for the case of 

ruthenium, since ruthenium does not form a carbide. It would have to be shown 

that ruthenium formed an unstable carbide under certain special conditions in order 

for the Alstrup theory to apply to all CO disproportionation catalysts.

Bianchini and Lund (1989),27 in their study of carbon filament growth from 

methane using an iron catalyst, derived an explanation of the driving force for 

carbon diffusion through the catalyst particle that appears to best describe
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experimental observations. It also agrees closely with the findings of Yang and 

Chen. Bianchini and Lund propose that it is the gradient in carbon activity (ac) 

through the metal that drives the diffusion. Carbon activity has some temperature 

dependence in addition to concentration dependance. They indicate that diffusion 

through a catalyst particle of a growing filament could be described in a simplified 

manner by equation 2:

Diffusion Rate = j -  (ac(leadjngfece) -  ac(ttajljngface)) (2)

where D is the diffusion coefficient and L is the diffusion path length. Also note 

that ac (bailing face) ^  essentially one since it is in contact with solid carbon.

At low values of gas phase carbon activity (ac (gas phase)) the rate of reaction was 

observed by Bianchini and Lund to be linearly dependent on ac ̂  phase). At a high 

gas phase carbon activity, however, the rate of reaction was observed to be 

relatively independent of ac (gas phase)- This is shown in Figure 4.

These two rate regimes as a function of ac (gas phase) indicate that there may be 

two different mechanisms for catalyzed carbon filament growth:

a. At a low ac (gas phase), where reaction rate is linearly dependent on ac, the gas 

phase is equilibrated directly with the catalyst metal surface. This would be 

equivalent to the regime seen by Audier et a l as given by equation 1 for catalytic 

activity. Also, equation 2 applies h r  this situation.
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Region Audier observed

Figure 4. Reaction rate versus carbon activity in the gas phase (after 
Bianchini and Lund27).

b. At high ac (gas phase) the lack of effect of ac (gas phase) on rate is consistent with 

the mechanism where ac (leading face) has become a constant. This would occur if a 

(possibly unstable) surface carbide existed. However, the latest work of Lund et 

aL2* showed that a surface carbide is not necessary to fix ac (leading face), it could also 

be the result of reaching a level of carbon saturation in the metal at which ac can 

go no higher (but without conditions causing carbide formation).

The significance of catalyst reactivity dependence on ac (gas phase) is its indication 

that reaction efficiency can reach a maximum beyond which no gain can be 

achieved by altering conditions to increase ac (gas phase). This dependence also 

complicates any effort to determine the kinetics of the disproportionation reaction 

due to an additional temperature dependent effect.
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Another form of filament growth, discovered by Baker (1975),29 was extrusion 

filaments. These filaments occur under certain conditions when the catalytic metal 

exhibits a strong interaction with its catalyst support (e.g. wetting between the metal 

and the support material).30 In his investigation of acetylene dissociation catalyzed 

by ruthenium on graphite, silica and T i0 2 supports, Baker (1986)31 observed 

filament growth by the extrusion mode: The catalyst particle remained affixed to 

the support, while filaments of carbon grew outward in a very erratic "explosive" 

process. The filaments were 0.5 jum in length and about one fifth of the diameter 

of the metal particles from which they were produced.

The strong metal-support interaction (abbreviated SMSI) is an example of how 

interactions between the catalyst metal and its ceramic support material can have 

a significant effect on the overall behavior of the catalyst.32 The mechanism 

responsible for SMSI is not known with any degree of confidence33.

Trustworthy conclusions can not be drawn from the above regarding what to 

expect in any given CO disproportionation experiment. No reference was found 

where catalytic disproportionation was studied under the conditions of interest for 

this study (dilute CO in C 0 2 as the reaction gas). With the current lack of scientific 

understanding very little can be predicted, making experimentation necessary.

1.4 Carbon Gasification.

Carbon deposition in a form useful for the carbon monoxide removal device 

must possess two important characteristics. First, it must not deactivate the catalyst,
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thereby lowering the rate of farther CO disproportionation. Second, the carbon 

must be removable to prevent its buildup from choking the reaction device. Means 

by which catalyst deactivation can occur include:

° Encapsulation of the catalyst by a carbon layer,

° Transformation of the catalyst metal to an inactive phase,

° Carbon build-up choking the catalyst bed,

° Catalyst depletion due to loss of metal carried away by filaments,

= Poisoning by contaminants in the catalyst or in the reactant gas, or 

• Sintering of the active metal particles to reduce their activity.

Most of these deactivation modes might be prevented by appropriate catalyst 

design. It would then be possible to prevent deactivation by periodically 

regenerating the catalyst to remove deposited carbon before it builds up to problem 

levels.

Baker (1986)34 has also conducted studies of carbon gasification to 

complement his work on carbon deposition. He noted that in industry, catalyst 

deactivation often results from carbonaceous surface deposits. Catalyst 

regeneration is commonly performed by gasification of the deposit in an oxidizing 

environment at about 500°C.

Baker found that metal particles supported on graphite and heated in various 

gas environments did not catalytically gasify the graphite until the reaction 

temperature was above a characteristic mobility (i.e. wetting) temperature. The



mobility temperature for the particular catalyst metal was found to be 

approximately half the metal’s bulk melting point (in Kelvin).

For ruthenium, with a melting point of 2310°C35, the temperature for the onset 

of graphite gasification would be expected to be ~ 1020°C. Baker observed the 

following approximate temperatures for carbon gasification in the presence of 

ruthenium: onset of catalytic gasification of graphite by oxygen, 890°C; onset of 

catalytic gasification of graphite by steam, 1010°C. The difference in temperatures 

was believed to be the result of oxidation being exothermic while steam gasification 

is endothermic. Data was not given for catalytic gasification by C 0 2, but since it 

is endothermic (more so than steam gasification), it can be expected that the onset 

of ruthenium catalyzed gasification of graphite by C 0 2 would occur at or above 

1000°C.

A  high gasification temperature requirement for ruthenium may be a 

disadvantage of using it as the-catalyst in this application. For nickel, with a 

melting point of 1453°C, the onset of catalyzed gasification by C 0 2 would be 

expected at about 590oC.

Gasification by C 0 2 of carbon deposited on nickel was studied by Figueiredo 

et a l36 Like carbon deposition, gasification was complex and highly dependent on 

conditions of the original deposit. The mechanisms for catalyzed carbon 

gasification are not well known. A  common theory is that gasification occurs in 

reverse of deposition (where diffusion of carbon through the catalyst metal is the 

rate limiting step).
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As with disproportionation and carbon deposition, due to the complexity and 

lack of understanding of the mechanisms, experiments are required to determine 

the properties and effects of gasification. Of additional concern is the influence of 

multiple gasification steps for catalyst regeneration on the long term CO 

disproportionation effectiveness of the catalyst

34

1,5 Selective Adsorption of Carbon Monoxide.

Separation of carbon monoxide from carbon dioxide is also possible by use of 

an adsorbent that selectively adsorbs CO without also adsorbing C 0 2. With this 

adsorbent in solid form, techniques such as pressure swing adsorption (PSA) can 

be used in a long term cyclic CO separation system. Such a process has been 

practiced in a pilot plant as described by Yokoe et al (1990).37

The fundamental concept of a selective solid adsorbent is that a cation, 

particularly copper (I), supported on a ceramic carrier acquires selective affinity for 

adsorption of CO in the presence of other gases. The concept of copper ions 

resulting in preferential adsorption of CO is not new. This effect of copper salts 

was first discovered in 1850.38 Effective "wet" (solution) processes for CO removal 

have been used from the time of a German patent in 1914 that described the use 

of cuprous-ammonium carbonate.39 Although most variations of adsorbents use 

cuprous ions (copper (I)), other metal ions might be used. The similar effect of 

silver cations was seen by Rabo et al (1977).40



The mechanism for the selective adsorption of CO from a C 0 /C 0 2 gas stream 

could be explained by the difference in the molecular orbital configurations of the 

two molecules. CO has a lone pair of electrons on the carbon, C 0 2 does not.41 

This and other molecular orbital effects can result in bonding of a  CO molecule to 

a metal ion with the appropriate orbitals for constructive interaction. From this 

view, selection of the metal ion can be made by determining those with appropriate 

orbital configurations. Additionally, it could be possible to adjust the strength of 

the CO bond to a metal by adjusting molecular orbital configurations and energies 

(or the Fermi level of the metal) by alloying, selection of support material, or 

including other elements bonded to the metal.42

The existing technology for producing CO selective solid adsorbents was not 

discovered through detailed theoretical reasoning. Literature on the subject is for 

the most part in the form of patents. Rabo et al (1977)43 obtained a patent on 

a CO selective solid adsorbent that used a molecular sieve (zeolite) containing 

cuprous ions. Phone calls to Union Carbide (owner of the patent) with requests for 

further information on CO selective adsorbents indicated that the patent is not 

currently being exploited.

Yokoe et al (1987)44 patented a similar adsorbent with Cuprous ions on silica 

or alumina carriers. This adsorbent did not use a molecular sieve, and utilized a 

carbonized layer applied before the copper compound. The stated purpose of this 

layer was to maintain the high adsorbancy through multiple cycles by decreasing the 

hydrophilic property of the carrier, and preventing oxidation of the copper

35



36

compound. One possible disadvantage of this adsorbent discussed in the patent is 

that there should be water and oxygen removal steps prior to its use, since these 

gases might decrease the adsorbent’s life span.
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Chapter 2

Catalyst Selection Thermodynamics

Thermodynamic stability diagrams can be developed that are useful in 

determining the best choice of active metal (or metal alloy) and operating 

conditions for continued catalysis of CO disproportionation without catalyst 

deactivation. This is possible, following the approach of Audier,45 by preventing 

formation of bulk carbides or oxides that are believed to participate in deactivation 

of the metal catalyst. Operating conditions can be maintained, using the 

information from a stability diagram, such that only the metal phase is stable.

Audier et al showed that alloys of certain metals are superior catalysts when 

compared to the pure metals.46 One advantage of alloying two different catalyst 

metals is that the thermodynamic activity of each catalyst metal in the alloy is 

lowered, which results in a broader range of operating conditions under which 

carbides and oxides are not formed. This concept will become clearer when seen 

in the diagrams to follow. Another possible advantage of alloying is that it may 

increase catalytic activity by increasing the number of active sites for reaction, 

either by creating lattice disorder or through other mechanisms. In addition, 

alloying a catalytic metal with a non catalytic metal can be advantageous for the 

overall structure and stability of the catalyst. For instance, metal can be made to 

adhere better to a ceramic substrate (catalyst carrier) in some cases with certain 

impurities present in the metal.47
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In the development of stability diagrams, the first consideration is the

thermodynamics of the disproportionation reaction. The chemical equilibrium
■ ■ ■ *' ' ' '■

constant for disproportionation (assuming ideal gas) is:

Since the Gibbs standard energy of reaction (AG°) is well known for this 

reaction, and using a carbon activity (ac) of one, the above equation can be used 

to plot a curve of gas composition versus temperature for various total pressures. 

The curve will represent the conditions for which the disproportionation reaction 

is at equilibrium. In order to plot the gas partial pressure ratio in a convenient and 

useful form, the equation is altered to give percent C 0 2, using as the total pressure 

PT, so that:

(3)

(4)

Using ac of one, equations 3 and 4 are manipulated to give equation 5:

(5)

Equation 5 is then used to give % C02 for each temperature. The result of solving 

this quadratic equation, using total pressure (PT) of one atmosphere, is a curve as 

given in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Carbon monoxide disproportionation thermodynamics, 
plotted for percent C 0 2 versus temperature at 1 atm.

From Figure 5 it can be seen that regions on the plot are bounded by the 

disproportionation equilibrium curve. To the right of this curve carbon activity is 

less than one, and a driving force would exist to reverse the disproportionation 

reaction and create CO from any existing carbon. This is called gasification. To 

the left of the curve CO is supersaturated, and disproportionation would be 

expected to occur in order to reach equilibrium. Thus, in order for 

disproportionation to take place, operating conditions must be those in the region 

to the left of the equilibrium curve.

A similar approach can be taken to generate a stability diagram for a catalyst 

metal. Nickel catalyst will be used for this example. The first step was to
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determine all of the possible reactions between carbon, oxygen and nickel. 

Computer programs such as the HSC thermodynamic data base are available that 

assist in this.48 Possibilities for solid nickel containing phases are Ni, NiO, Ni3C, 

N iC03, and Ni(CO)4. Thermodynamic data were then obtained for these 

compounds. Various sources in addition to HSC were used to obtain reliable 

thermodynamic data for this work.49’50,51 The next step was to determine the 

reactions that occur, and write equilibrium equations. Each equilibrium equation 

is solved in the manner used above for disproportionation, again assuming total 

pressure as one atmosphere. The curves were plotted on the same axes as used in 

Figure 5. The regions generated by plotting these curves are the range of 

conditions where particular phases will be stable.

Next the disproportionation equilibrium curve is superimposed on the stability 

diagram to give a useful tool for catalyst selection. To the left of the line 

disproportionation is favored. Therefore the region on the diagram where 

disproportionation is favorable and the metal exists as the stable solid phase 

determines the range of allowable operating conditions.

Stability diagrams were generated for iron, nickel, cobalt, an alloy of iron and 

nickel, and ruthenium. Those diagrams are presented in the Figures 6 through 10. 

Audier and co-workers44 gave stability diagrams for iron and cobalt comparable to . 

those presented here. Stability diagrams generated here for nickel, ruthenium and 

the alloy have not been reported previously.
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These diagrams are used to determine the suitability of a metal or alloy as a 

catalyst under the conditions of interest. In the present work those conditions are 

taken to be a gas mixture with ~ 90% C 0 2 and 10% GO using a temperature range 

of 300 to 1000°C. It can be seen in Figures 6 and 7 that nickel and cobalt are 

indicated as effective catalysts in a region (shown hatched) that includes a portion 

of the region of interest. Figure 8 reveals that iron is not stable in the metal form 

at the gas composition and temperatures noted. By alloying the iron with nickel, 

the range of useful operation for iron is extended compared to that for iron alone, 

as shown in Figure 9. The alloy stability diagram is produced under the assumption 

that the alloy forms an ideal solution. Unfortunately, in this case alloying does not 

create a catalyst useful in the region of interest. No case was found where alloying 

the catalyst metals gave a particular thermodynamic advantage for the conditions

of interest here.
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2C0 = C + COz 
Equilibrium Line
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12001000
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Figure 6. The nickel thermodynamic stability diagram showing the region 
where nickel can catalyze the disproportionation reaction (PT = 1 atm).
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2C0 = C + CO2 
x Equilibrium Line

1200600 800 
Temperature (°C)

1000

Figure 7. The cobalt thermodynamic stability diagram. Similar to the nickel 
stability diagram, but with a smaller effective region (shown hatched).
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2C0 = C + CO2 
\  Equilibrium Line

5  6 0 -

o 40 -

o 20 -

1000 1200
Temperature (°C)

Figure 8. Iron thermodynamic stability diagram for 1 atm. The hatched 
region represents conditions in which iron can catalyze CO disproportionation.
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5  60 -
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Fe and Ni
o 20 -
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Temperature (°C)

Figure 9. Iron-Nickel 50/50 alloy thermodynamic stability diagram. The 
nickel is hypothetical, with an activity of 0.5.
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2C0 = C + CO2 
Equilibrium Line

No Ru Carbide is 
Known to Exist

1000 1200
Temperature (°C)

Figure 10. Ruthenium thermodynamic stability diagram, PT = 1 atm.

It would appear from Figure 10 that ruthenium is the best catalyst since it is 

stable as a metal throughout the region of interest. However, it is important to 

note that these stability diagrams are derived from thermodynamics only. As such, 

they give an indication of what is possible or impossible, but not what will actually 

occur. It will be shown by this research that kinetics are a determining factor in 

catalyst selection. The stability diagram approach given here is still useful as a tool 

to narrow down the field of potentially effective catalyst candidates for particular 

operating conditions, and evaluate catalyst modifications that may result from 

alloying.
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Chapter 3

Experimental Apparatus and Procedures

3.1 Apparatus

The reactor consisted of a fused quartz vessel placed inside an alumina tube in 

a horizontal tube furnace. A bare thermocouple was placed between the alumina 

tube and the furnace windings, which minimized thermocouple response time and 

resulted in steady temperature control.

The fused quartz inlet tubing was configured to allow preheating of the reaction 

gas. See Appendix A for calculations on gas preheating. Gas flows through a 4 

mm diameter tube along the full length of the furnace. The gas enters the reactor 

through a fused quartz fritted disk. The catalyst is held next to the fritted disk in 

a 29 mm diameter tube as shown in Figure 11.

FRITTED DISK

SAMPLE
SILICONE STOPPER

CLOSED TUBE, SPACE FILLER

GAS FLOW

>  GAS FLOW

PTFE CONNECTION TUBING
FUSED QUARTZ TUBING

Figure 11. Fused quartz reactor.
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Tests using a thermocouple embedded in ceramic carrier sample material 

showed that the temperature of the sample was within 1.5% of that indicated by the 

readout of the furnace controller for temperatures up to 1000°C. For example, at 

a typical reaction temperature of 400°C, actual temperature would be 400 _+ 6°C. 

At a gasification temperature of 800°C, actual temperature would be 800 _+ 12°C.

Reaction gas flow rate was measured with a rotameter. The rotameter reading 

was calibrated using soap bubble column measurements. For all experiments, 

reaction pressure was atmospheric pressure. Atmospheric pressure was measured 

using a barometer in the laboratory. It varied between 0.91 and 0.93 atm and was 

usually 0.92 atm. Actual reactor inlet pressure was monitored by gauge, which 

normally read 0 psig (± 0 .1  psig).

Additional piping in the reaction system was included to allow switching 

between the pre-reactor gas stream, post-reactor gas stream, and reference 

standards for gas sampling. Pure C 02 could also be sent through the reactor if 

desired, a condition useful during carbon gasification experiments. See Figure 12 

for a diagram of the reactor system piping layout.

A  Gas Chromatograph (GC) was used to measure gas concentrations. This 

analytical technique is used to accurately measure the constituents of a liquid 

(vaporized) or gaseous sample. When used for gas analysis, the GC separates and 

quantifies the various gases present in the gas sample.

A  GC consists of various sub-components that are each discussed separately 

below.52
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G as sam pling valve
v e n t  <
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Gas Chromatograph

Sample Tube (in furnace)

Figure 12. Schematic of apparatus.
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a. Column. The column separates a gas sample into its individual components. 

The column is a length of tubing packed with active solids such as molecular sieves 

or porous polymers through which gas flows. The retention characteristics of a 

packing differ for assorted gases. Thus the column separates the different gas 

constituents of the sample by evolving them at different delay times.

b. Detector. At all times the column has a carrier gas such as helium flowing 

through it at a precisely controlled flow rate. This carrier gas exits the column and 

is directed through the detector. Various types of detectors exist; in this work a 

Thermal Conductivity Detector (TCD) was used. The TCD consists of a pair of 

filaments connected to a electronic bridge network. One of the filaments is a 

reference, and the other is in the path of gas flowing from the sample column. As 

the thermal conductivity of the flowing gas changes due to different gas components 

in a sample, the current flow through the exposed filament will differ from the 

reference filament. This causes an imbalance in the electronic circuit which gives 

a varying voltage output. This output is connected to a plotter that records voltage 

peaks versus time, and an integrator that determines the area under each peak.

c. Injector. To conduct an analysis, a measured sample is introduced into the 

column, forced through by the carrier gas. One means of introducing the sample 

is by injection using a syringe. The syringe injection method is not desirable for 

accurate gas sample analysis. This method can result in a number of errors: The 

pressure of the sample in the syringe is not exactly known or easily controlled, 

resulting in an unknown and not repeatable sample injection quantity. Air
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contamination of the sample can occur while transporting the sample from where 

it is drawn to the GC. The septum port through which the syringe needle is 

injected is prone to leakage, significantly affecting the results. The more accurate 

method of gas analysis when the sample is continuously flowing from a reactor is 

by directly piping this gas stream through a 6 port valve. A  sample loop of 

accurately known volume is connected to the valve. To take a sample, the 6 port 

valve is switched to cause the carrier gas to be routed through the sample loop 

containing a sample of the gas stream from the reactor. This forces the measured 

sample through the column.

d. Recorder. As the various components evolve from the column the plotter 

records a peak for each. The area under a peak is proportional to the amount of 

that particular gas component in the sample. In order to obtain quantitative results, 

the peaks are then compared to peaks measured using a reference gas of known 

composition.

The GC used in this work was a Shimadzu GC-8A with TCD, using UHP (Ultra 

High Purity) helium as the carrier gas. The column installed was an Alltech CTR 

I, a dual packing column (smaller column within an outer, annular column) used 

for its ability to provide separate peaks for CO and C 02. Settings on the GC, and 

measured normal operating parameters were:
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Column temperature setting: 40°C

Injector/Detector temp, setting: 60°C

Filament current setting: 120 mA

Column inlet pressure: 1.8 Kg/cm2

Measured carrier gas flow rate: 87 cc/min

Repeatability of GC measurements was tested by conducting a number of

reference gas runs over a 27 hour period. Deviation of readings were within _+ 1% 

for CO, and J :  0.5% for C 0 2.

Additional information on catalyst samples was obtained from other analytical 

equipment. A  Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) was used to determine the 

morphology of the catalyst surface and perhaps detect carbon (e. g. filaments). A  

Jeol ISM 840A operating at 15kV was used, with most micrographs taken at 

12,000X magnification.

A  Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM) was used to identify the nature of 

carbon deposited on catalyst particles. A  Hitachi H-8100 was used, operating at 

200kV. With both electron microscopes, Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectrometry 

(EDS) was used for elemental analysis.

3.2 Procedures

Sample materials were loaded into the large diameter of the reactor tube. 

Materials tested were normally either cylindrical pellets approximately 3 mm high
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and 3 mm in diameter, or in powder form. A  slightly smaller diameter evacuated 

tube with both ends sealed was fitted inside the reactor tube, to hold the sample 

in place and to reduce the amount of dead volume in the reactor.

Each sample was prepared for testing by heating it in the reactor under a 

flowing atmosphere and at a temperature that was specified in each experiment. 

Normally (after initial experiments) CO disproportionation catalysts were reduced 

in hydrogen prior to an experiment. This was normally done by flowing a 3% 

hydrogen in nitrogen gas mixture through the reactor at 500°C for 10 hours or 

more.

Reaction gases used were prepared by Matheson Gas as Primary Standards. 

Gas mixture proportions were selected to coincide with those expected from the 

Mars oxygen production plant: primarily C 0 2, with various partial pressures of CO 

between approximately five and twenty percent, and some nitrogen. Oxygen 

content was rated to be less than 20 ppm. Chromatography of the gas mixtures 

detected no oxygen. Specific mixtures are given in Appendix B.

The general steps used to obtain CO disproportionation experimental data 

consisted of:

a. Pre-reducing the sample (this also drives off adsorbed water).

b. Switching to a  purging gas (usually helium UHP) and bringing the reactor to 

experiment temperature (most often 400°C).

c. Switching to a continuous flow of reaction gas.
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d. Taking GC samples periodically. The minimum possible time between GC 

samples was 7 minutes, since this was the time required for all of the gas 

components to evolve from the column.

Catalyst regeneration was studied as follows:

a. Use the catalyst for CO disproportionation to deposit carbon.

b. Shift from reaction gas to pure C 0 2 and/or increase temperature.

c. Take periodic GC samples to measure the amount of CO produced.

Selective solid adsorbents were tested as follows:

a. Load the adsorbent into the reactor and heat under flowing helium to desorb 

oxygen, water, and other adsorbed contaminants.

b. Conduct adsorption steps by cooling the sample in the reactor under flowing 

helium, then switching to a gas mixture and taking periodic GC samples.

c. When the adsorption step is completed, switch to flowing helium.

d. Desorb the gas adsorbed in the above steps by heating the reactor to the 

temperature specified in the experiment while taking GC samples.

After an experiment was completed, the sample was allowed to cool in the 

furnace to room temperature and placed in a vacuum desiccator. The sample was 

then available for SEM or TEM analysis.

Catalysts were prepared in the laboratory for some of the CO 

disproportionation experiments. Preparing a catalyst consisted of the following 

steps (specifics on the chemicals and materials used are given in Appendix B).
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a. Place 20 grams of activated alumina pellets under a vacuum to evacuate pores.

b. Prepare 20 ml of 0.6 N hydrochloric acid by pipetting 1 ml of HC1 into 19 ml 

deionized water.

c. Dissolve a weighed amount of nickel chloride or ruthenium chloride salt 

(depending on the catalyst to be made) into the reagent from step b. The 

amount of the salt to be used is determined by the desired weight percent of 

the reduced metal on the alumina carrier.

d. Allow the above solution to soak into the alumina pellets under vacuum.

e. Dry the wetted pellets in a desiccator overnight.

f. Reduce the pellets with flowing hydrogen (3% in nitrogen) using a heating 

scheme specified for each experiment, but normally including a number of 

hours at 500°C.

All of the selective solid adsorbent material used was prepared in the 

laboratory. No CO selective solid adsorbents were commercially available. The 

technique used to make solid adsorbents will be described in the discussion of 

Chapter 5.
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Chapter 4 

Results

Data from experiments, used to generate the graphs given in Chapter 5, are 

presented in the following tables. Listed in each table title is the reaction gas used 

for the experiment and any other important information. The gas flow rate for all 

experiments was 28.6 ml per minute, unless otherwise noted in the table. For the 

selective adsorbent experiments, there is an outlet gas flow rate column in the table. 

This number represents the reading on the scale of the rotameter in the outlet gas 

tubing.
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Table 1. Commercial 0.5 wt% ruthenium catalyst. No pre-reduction step conducted.
Reaction gas: 10.4% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

5 0 2870 . 400
15 0 ' 400
25 653 400
35 2012 400
45 2305 'V  ■

400
55 2430 400
65 2504 400

Fresh catalyst loaded:

6 0 2830 500
16 0 500
26 878 ■ 500
36 2654 500
46 2674 500
56 2713 500
66 2712 500
76 2712 ; 500

Fresh catalyst loaded:

4 0 2825 600
11 0 600
19 318 600
26 2635 600
33 2662 600
40 2660 600
47 2676 600
64 2697 600
74 2687 600



Table 2. Commercial 0.5 wt% ruthenium catalyst, pre-reduced in hydrogen. 
Reaction gas: 10.4% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

5 1169 2851 400
12 2435 400
19 2573 400
26 2650 400
33 2667 400
40 2687 400
47 2682

2839
400

54 i 2691 400

Fresh catalyst loaded:

5 539
13 2783
20 2777
28 2815
41 2806
60 2794

2847 600
600
600
600
600
6002847
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Table 3. Laboratory prepared 2 wt% ruthenium catalyst. 10.4% GO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Cesius

4 3343 2833 400
11 2749 400
18 2640 400
25 2637 400
32 2655 400
39 2669 400
46 2674 400
53 2661 400
60 2646 400
67 2654 400
74 2663 400
81 2660 400
95 2690 2836 400

103 2679 400
112 2711 400

/



Table 4. Commercial 10 wt% ruthenium powder catalyst. 20.8% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

8 406 5663 400
33 4374 400
60 5177 400

102 5416 400
162 5546 400
217 5575 400
238 5645 400
405 5644 400
476 5660 400
533 5640 • 400
605 5655 , 400

1289 5718 400
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Table 5. Pure ruthenium powder. 20.8% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

10 2797 2823 400
17 2823 400
25 2823 400

631 2856 400
647 2860 2867 400
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Table 6. Commercial 55 wt% nickel catalyst #1. 10.4% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp,
time peak peak Celsius

4.5 0 2852 400
11 308 400
18 500 400
23 746 400
30 866 400
37 991 400
44 1089 400
52 1205 400
59 1279 400
66 1366 400
81 1503 2860 400

Run two (after gasification)
4 330 2833 400

12 721 400
25 1092 400
34 1274 400
59 1584 400
68 1658 400
82 1747 400
90 1808 400

138 2021 400
145 2056 2852 400

Run three (after gasification two.) 
4 311 400

14 789 400
21 967 400
30 1173 400
46 1429 2842 400
53 1507 400
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Table 7. Commercial 55 wt% nickel catalyst #1 (extended). 20.8% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

4 0 5799 400
11 982 400
18 1530 400
25 1892 400
33 2173 400
41 2409 400
55 2688 400
74 3002 400
93 3200 400

110 3319 400
125 3421 400
148 3536 400
155 3549 400
167 3581 400

237.5 3714 5768 400
245 3736 400
286 3784 400
301 3709 ■ 400
313 3689 400
355 3612 400
379 3600 5757 400
414 3490 400

1282 1132 400
1322 1073 5837 400
1385 1029 400
1450 958 400



Table 8. Commercial 55 wt% nickel catalyst #2. 5.2% CO.

Reaction CO 
time peak

12 0
23 0
35 0
47 0
73 0

105 0
207 534
214 582
221 623
238 694
267 802
279 854
306 925
335 1018
393 1149
975 1354
996 1374

1004 1365
1062 1382
1115 1356
1140 1352
1175 1365
1311 1361
1411 1345
1453 1327
1508 1340
1589 1343
1674 1333
1714 1319
1793 1319
2426 1266
2440 1260
2572 1253
2690 1225

CO ref. Temp,
peak Celsius

1414 400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

1402 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

1425 400
400 
400

1432 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

1410 400
400 
400 
400

1415 400 
400 
400
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Table 8. (continued)

Reaction CO 
time peak 

2807 1194
2898 1200
2969 1182
3101 1137
3238 1134
3272 1137
3869 1057
3924 1086
4021 1118
4090 1062
4266 1049
4366 1055
4614 1047
4700 1029
5337 956
5952 907
5967 928
5987 940

CO ref. Temp, 
peak Celsius 

400 
400

1416 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

1401 400
400 
400

1419 400
400
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Table 9. Laboratory prepared 2 wt% nickel catalyst. 20.8% CO.

Reaction CO 
time peak

4 5781
1 1 5525
18 5543
32 5546
39 5541
47 5532
54 5534
73 5526

106 5491
160 5452
192 5411
2 2 1 5427
252 5426
281 5370
316 5355
341 5342
378 5285
455 5249
472 5155
496 5160
544 5096
584 5061
600 5056
642 5029
671 5063
705 4994
729 5023
760 4961
791 5035
824 5001
857 5032
895 5051

1484 5249
1514 5232

CO ref. Temp,
peak Celsius

5733 400
400 
400

5737 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

5730 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

5727 400
400 
400 
4005770
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Table 10. Laboratory prepared 10 wt% nickel catalyst. 20.8% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref.
time

5
15 
36 
43 

148 
156 
199 
243 
319 
366 

1311 
1335 
1438 

- 1532 
1618 
1759 
1972

peak peak
5463
5412
5410
5435
5438
5407
5333
5322
5227
5238
5158
5172
5162
5147
5125
5110
5128

5683

5673

5716

Temp.
Celsius

400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400-
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
4005714



Table 11. Commercial 55 wt% nickel catalyst #3. 20.8% CO.

Reaction CO 
time peak

8 0
16 0

48 349
55 470
65 625
74 737
81 826
98 1048

1 1 2  1208
124 1312
143 1437
191 1617
237 1646
267 1635
303 1616
372 1545
406 1499
439 1491
455 1448
489 1426
528 1419
553 1425
597 1389
657 1344
701 1351
751 1324
780 1325

1388 1276
1416 1281
1446 1283

CO ref. Temp,
peak Celsius

5795 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

5756 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

5725 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

5744 400
400
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Table 12. Commercial 60 wt% nickel powder catalyst #1. 10.4% CO.

Reaction CO 
time peak

5 0

13 0

2 0 337
27 697
35 1048
47 1459
55 1616
65 1811
80 2 0 0 0

93 2064
109 2049
1 2 1 1994
130 1895
137 1847
144 1749
163 1547
170 1538
177 1490
186 1432
2 0 1 1388
235 1290
246 1274
276 1225
288 1186
302 1180
315 1158
337 1156
504 1062
512 1069
536 1043
568 1034
588 1016
606 1023
620 997

CO ref. Temp,
peak Celsius

2811 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

2813 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

2825 400
400 
400 
400 
400
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Table 12. (continued)

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

714 989 400
1365 940 400
1387 908 2820 400
1406 3904 500
1415 8861 - 600
1422 14513 700
1465 289 400
1485 910 400
1494 1179 400
1505 1390 400
1518 1528 400
1527 1600 400
1539 1640 400
1563 1669 400
1584 1689 400
1611 1655 400
1623 1634 400
1669 1587 400
1722 1506 2845 400
1735 1474 400
1753 1481 400
1806 1400 400
1815 1398 - 400
1827 1381 400
1896 1331 400
1940 1294 400
1950 1300 400
1992 1268 400
2007 1242 400
2015 402 400
2032 900 2844 400
2039 1025 400
2064 1170 400
2073 1188 400



Table 12. (continued)

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

2087 1177 400
2128 1179 400
2193 1140 400
2223 1130 400
2242 1143 400
2250 2378 500
2257 5209 580
2264 11487 650
2271 19616 750
2285 21658 800
2293 19080 800
2340 3059 800
2362 1156 2838 400
2382 1737 400
2409 2070 400
2431 2219 400
2451 2313 400
2479 2380 400
2525 2451 400
2554 2399 400
3096 1613 400
3117 1613 2825 400
3173 1610 400
3211 1597 400
3382 1506 400
3464 1493 400
3606 1483 400



Table 13. Commercial 60 wt% nickel powder catalyst #2. 10.4% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp,
time peak peak Celsius

10 0 2820 400
21 0 400
30 403 400
46 987 400
56 1254 400
71 1563 400
8 6  1759 400

103 1916 400
112 1937 400
129 1954 400
143 1876 400
171 1647 400
197 1451 400
265 1194 400
283 1164 400
322 1114 400
387 1054 400
421 1044 400
469 , 1014 2819 400
523 994 400
545 1008 400
583 975 400
654 963 400
689 966 400
762 957 400

1278 882 400
1364 891 400
1409 852 400
1425 8 6 6  400
1432 1655 480
1439 4822
1446 8619
1453 11536 700
1460 13348 700



Table 13. (continued)

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

1468 13854 700
1484 13487 2827 700
1492 13256 700
1517 12061 700
1529 11430 700
1576 8436 700
1583 7929 700
1622 1471 450
1650 800 410
1664 732 400
1681 1070 400
1729 1168 400
1747 1153 400
1795 1127 ' , . 400
1816 1 1 2 2 400
1880 1104 400
1908 1068 400
1938 1079 400
2058 1036 400
2114 1023 400
2173 1 0 0 0 400
2195 990 400
3290 881 400
3311 891 400

. 3343 904 400
3356 2888 500
3366 8767
3381 15644 700
3389 15331 700
3398 14991 700
3485 12504 700
3492 9855 
3544 893 
3561 605 400



Table 13. (continued)

Reaction CO
time peak

3575 842
3603 1004
3654 1032
3672 1033
3742 1003
3775 1 0 1 2

3855 999
4564 926
4575 909
4622 932
4648 15758
4742 12666
4851 9409
4885 2071
4925 603
4965 1135
4995 1128
5010 1153
5042 . 1129
5081 1124
5170 1 1 0 2

6119 963
6179 936
6274 917

CO ref. Temp,
peak Celsius

400 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

2845 400
400 
400 
400 
700 
700 
700 
500 
400 
400 
400 
400

2829 400
400 
400 
400 
400 
400



Table 14. Commercial 55 wt% nickel catalyst #4. 20.8% CO.

Reaction CO CO ref. Temp.
time peak peak Celsius

9 0 6013 400
17 0 400
33 394 400
43 618 400
51 840 400
60 1081 400
79 1544 400

147 2 2 1 0 400
273 1818 5671 400
327 1613 400
362 1615 400
417 1404 400
526 1297 400
537 1278 400

1385 1085 400
1400 1081 5643 400
1416 7659
1423 6346 /
1431 11440 700
1438 14066 700
1448 15530 700
1467 16115 700
1484 16011 700
1512 15321 700
1578 14862 700
1607 14800 700
1626 14590 700
1657 14277 700
1731 13100 700
1799 1925 440
1829 1114 400
1846 1353 400
1901 1587 400
1916 1571 400
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Table 14. (continued)

Reaction CO 
time peak 

1931 1535
1958 1422
1973 1419
2141 1213
2287 1129
2891 1041
2898 1027
2908 3336
2916 9303
2923 17083
2937 17395
2944 17191
2991 16494
3070 15918
3182 1064
3206 1211
3251 1215
3296 1155
3316 1139
3380 1085
3415 1096
3428 1083

CO ref. Temp,
peak Celsius

400 
400 
400 
400 
400f 
400 
400 
500 
650 
700 
700 
700 
700 
700 
400 
400 
400 
400 
400

5653 400
400 
400



Table 15. Selective adsorbent. 10.4% CO.

Elapsed CO CO ref. C 02 C 02 ref. Temp. Flow
time peak peak peak peak Celsius out

7 0 2761 32508 29716 34
14 0 32832 31
2 1 0 32959 33
28 0 33003 33
35 0 33036 34
42 0 33133 33
50 0 33123 "" 33
57 0 33081 34
71 1079 2763 31710 29616 33
79 1632 30981 33
8 6 1996 30553 33
93 2 2 2 2 30136 33

1 0 0 2375 30038 33
1 1 1 2484 30040 33
1 2 0 2521 29862 32
127 2596 20051 125 65
13.4 9702 1888 123 82
141 ‘ 13212 291 125 77
148 9665 . 253 125 6 6

155 5838 250 125 60
162 3508 223 125 56
169 2164 184 125 55
176 1346 149 125 52
185 762 108 125 51
192 516 8 8 125 51
199 330 71 125 51
207 213 56 125 51
213 123 48 125 50
223 0 2775 38 29839 125 50



Table 16. Selective adsorbent, double load. 10.4% CO.

Elapsed CO CO ref.
time peak peak

7 0

15 0

2 1 0

29 0

36 0

43 0

50 0

58 0

6 6 0

73 0

80 0

87 0

94 0

1 0 0 0

107 0

115 0

1 2 2 204
129 701
136 1141
143 1469
151 1758
158 1933
166 3315
173 14401
181 16492
188 12537
195 8346
2 0 2 5558
209 3706
217 2539
223 1806
231 1239
238 924
246 677
272 0

C 02 C 02 ref. Temp.
peak peak Celsius

32677 29555 32
33013 : 31
33041 31
33116 34
33098 33
33086 33
33010 32
33031 - 32
33085 31
33128 31
33057 31
33100 32
33061 32
33134 32
33133 34
33145 34
32868 33
32229 33
31669 33
31270 33
30838 32
30650 32
20257 123
2150 125
415 125
398 125
427 125
409 125
345 125
285 125
2 2 1 125
176 125
145 125
118 125
39 29725 62

Flow
out

78
106
94
76
64
59
56
57 
54 
54 
54 
54 
502779
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Table 17. Selective adsorbent, double flow rate. 10.4% CO.

Elapsed CO CO ref. C02 C 02 ref. Temp. Flow
time peak peak peak peak Celsius out

7 , 0 2779 33173 29725 33
14
2 1

33253
33394

34
34

28 0 33350 34
35 0 33284 34
43 0 33179 30
49 0 33300 31
56 0 33335 32
63 0 33300 32
70 0 33028 32
77 1352 31329 32
84 2238 30428 32
93 2071 25274 32
99 1970 18349 32

109 2461 17676 31
116 2183 3368 1 1 0

123 8518 1399 124
130 18610 648 125
137 25257 329 125
144 25769 - 377 125
151 25284 593 125
159 24763 867 125
166 13426 955 125
173 6829 406 125
179 4222 262 125
186 2862 199 125

65
81
52
48
29
12
4

63
58
54
53



Chapter 5 

Biscttssitm

Knowledge was obtained about CO disproportionation catalysis as the result of 

the sequence of study used to investigate the characteristics of ah effective catalyst. 

Two catalyst materials were studied, ruthenium and nickel. Ruthenium was studied 

because of its apparent advantages based on the thermodynamic analysis involved 

in development of stability diagrams (Chapter 2). Since material cost is not a 

significant concern for space use in the Mars oxygen production plant, there 

appeared to be no overriding disadvantage of using ruthenium as the catalyst. 

Nickel was studied because it is a better known catalyst for CO disproportionation 

due to an extensive literature base. Specific information on the commercial 

catalysts discussed in this chapter is given in Appendix B.

5.1 Preliminary Work

As discussed in the experimental descriptions of Chapter 3, the experiments 

conducted in this research were gas reactions with various materials placed in a 

reactor at a controlled temperature. A  baseline for CO disproportionation and CO 

selective adsorption data was established for activated alumina pellets alone.

For comparison to disproportionation experiments, it was found that the 

alumina carrier caused no catalytic disproportionation at 400°C. Based on this 

result it is believed that the carrier, and the reactor itself, did not cause effects that

80
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interfered with the results of the disproportionation experiments conducted in this 

work.

When adsorption/desorption experiments were conducted with the alumina 

carrier, it was found that CO and C 0 2  were adsorbed to the same degree (without 

selectivity), in small amounts. This indicated that the reactor and carrier 

contributed no selectivity effect to hinder selective adsorption experiments.

A  CO disproportionation experiment was conducted with iron powder as the 

catalyst. Its purpose was to compare (without in depth analysis) the predicted 

results from the catalyst selection work of Chapter 2 to experimental results. The 

stability diagram for iron (Figure 8 ) indicates that, at 400°C and 90% C 02, the 

stable phase is magnetite (Fe3 0 4). The reaction predicted to occur is:

3Fe + 4C0 2  = Fe 3 0 4  + 4CO

assuming carbon is not deposited and carbide is not first formed.

The results of reacting a gas containing 10.4% CO, 81.6% C 0 2, and 8 % N 2  

with iron powder are given in Table 18. The concentration of CO measured in the 

outlet gas at different temperatures shows that CO was being generated. This 

would be expected from the above reaction producing magnetite, although other 

reactions could also be responsible for the CO production. One thing is clear, 

disproportionation is not occurring, and CO is not being removed from the gas

stream.
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Table 18. Gas reaction over iron powder catalyst.

Temperature
T O

Experimental 
Output CO

Experimental 
Output C 0 2

Experimental 
Output N 2

400 2 0 % 72% 8 %

450 29% 63% 8 %

500 39% 53% 8 %

Input gas: 10.4% CO, 81.6% C 0 2, 8 % N 2

This production of CO tends to verify that iron would not be a workable CO 

disproportionation catalyst under the operating conditions of interest in this work. 

All further experiments were conducted on catalysts that were shown by stability 

diagrams to be potentially effective under the operating conditions of interest.

5.2 Disproportionation Catalyst Initial Reaction Rates

For the first minutes after beginning an experiment by initiating flow of the 

reaction gas through the reactor to the catalyst, reaction rates are often notably 

different from steady state reaction rates. This effect was analyzed, with the 

following findings.

5.2.1 Ruthenium Initial Reaction Rates

A  series of results for experiments using a ruthenium catalyst are shown in 

Figure 13. Each sample of catalyst was pre-treated for the experiments depicted 

in Figure 13 by drying in nitrogen at 400°C or greater.
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Ruthenium Catalyst 
(no pre-reduction)

°  0.6 -

600 C
500 C

400 C

Time (min)

Figure 13. Effectiveness of ruthenium (0.5 wt% Ru on AI2 O 3  carrier) 
catalyst as a function of time. Reaction gas: 81.6% C 0 2, 10.4% CO, 
8 % N 2.

Carbon monoxide removal by the catalyst decreased substantially at 

approximately the same reaction time regardless of temperature. Also, initial CO 

removal occurred at 600°C similar to that at lower temperatures. At 600°C and the 

gas composition used, the disproportionation reaction is not thermodynamically 

favored. Some other reaction must have been responsible for the CO removal at 

high temperatures. It appears that this same reaction occurred at the lower 

temperatures as well, which could be masking indication of any concurrent 

disproportionation reaction.

Various possibilities exist to explain the removal of CO from the gas stream 

with ruthenium when disproportionation is not occurring. Adsorption of CO on



ruthenium is known to occur at lower temperatures , 5 3  but substantial adsorption 

at these higher temperatures would not be expected. Another mechanism for the 

removal of CO is by a chemical reaction of CO with ruthenium. Carbide, carbonyl, 

or carbonate formation might be considered. Calculations using existing 

thermodynamic data suggest that such compounds are not favored under the 

conditions of these experiments. The reaction gas and temperature used result in 

a reducing atmosphere. If ruthenium oxide or some other source of oxygen were 

present, the oxygen might be available to react with the CO and oxidize it to C 0 2. 

If this reaction were occurring, the output gas concentrations would be similar to 

those from disproportionation.

A  summary of the important chemical reactions discussed above and their 

effects is given in Table 19. The table gives the gas composition expected for outlet 

gas if the inlet gas of a specific composition- (81.5% C 02, 10.4% CO, 8.1% N2) 

reacts with ruthenium to form the listed species. The calculations assume that all 

of the CO present in the inlet gas is reacted. Also given is an average of gas 

compositions measured in the first few minutes of experiments such as those 

presented in Figure 13. The differences between the percentages in Table 19 are 

not very large with respect to GC accuracy, preventing this approach from providing 

definite conclusions. In the table the closest match of experiment with calculation 

is for the case where oxidation of CO by some oxygen source is the reaction 

occurring.

84
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Table 19. Outlet gas compositions for reactions of CO with ruthenium.

Species
Calculated Percentages Expected Experimental

Carbonyl Carbide Disp.° Oxidation
Percentages

(average)

co2 91.0 91.5 91.5 91.9 91.8

N 2 9.0 8.5 8.5 8 . 1 8 . 2

CO 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0 0 . 0

Inlet Gas Composition: 81.5% C 0 2, 10.4% CO, 8.1% N 2

Reaction Mechanism:
Carbonyl - xRu + yCO = Rux(CO)y 
Carbide - xRu + 2yCO = RuxCy + yC 0 2  

Disproportionation - 2CO = C + C 0 2  

Oxidation - CO + O = C 0 2

*CO disproportionation

This analysis led to repeating reaction experiments with the ruthenium catalyst, 

except that the catalyst was reduced with hydrogen (3% in nitrogen) prior to each 

experiment. The experimental results for two temperatures are shown in Figure 14. 

For these experiments the catalyst material was pre-reduced over a period of 1 0  

hours or more at 500°C. The duration of the initial CO removal was cut to one 

quarter of the time as for the experiments shown in Figure 13. This indicated that 

oxygen, existing in the catalyst material as purchased, was a cause for at least a  

portion of the initial removal of CO.
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Ruthenium Catalyst 
Pre-reduced in hydrogen 
(3% in nitrogen) for >14  
hours at 500 °C

Time (min)

Figure 14. Reaction results, reduced ruthenium catalyst reacted at 400 
& 600°C. Same reaction gas and catalyst material as for Figure 13.

The validity of the conclusion that oxide present in the ruthenium causes the 

initial reaction effect is assessed in the following. Existence of an oxide of 

ruthenium is possible, since oxidation of ruthenium to R u 0 2  is thermodynamically 

favored at room temperature (AG° = - 250 kJ/mol from the HSC thermodynamic 

data base).

Analysis of the reaction for reduction of R u 0 2  by CO may also be conducted. 

In these experiments approximately 20 grams of catalyst pellets were loaded in the 

reactor. Ruthenium was 0.5 wt% of total catalyst mass, which gives that 0.1 gram 

of ruthenium was present in the reactor. Since the molecular weight of ruthenium 

is 101.1 g/mol, there were 0.001 moles of ruthenium present in the reactor. If all
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of the ruthenium on the catalyst was in the form Ru 0 2  then there would be 0 . 0 0 1  

moles of Ru0 2  present.

The reaction for the reduction of R u 0 2  by CO:

R u Q 2 + 2CO = Ru + 2C 0 2

is favorable at 400°C (AG° = - 260 kJ/mol). Based on this, 0 . 0 0 2  moles of CO 

would be required to reduce the 0 . 0 0 1  moles of ruthenium oxide to ruthenium 

metal. The approximate number of moles of CO reacted in the initial period of the 

experimental results of Figure 13 was calculated to be 0.0022, close to the amount 

predicted for R u 0 2  reduction by CO.

The reason for the remaining initial removal of CO even after pre-reduction, 

as shown in Figure 14, is not clear. It could be that an insufficient amount of 

reduction was completed before the experiments. During the pre-reduction period 

adequate hydrogen was used to reduce 5 times as many moles of R u 0 2  as were 

possibly present. Other oxygen may have been available from another source in the 

catalyst (i. e. the carrier). Another explanation is that, based on thermodynamic 

data, CO is more reducing under the disproportionation reaction conditions than 

hydrogen is under the pre-reduction conditions.

For another experiment a 2  wt% ruthenium catalyst was made in the laboratory, 

using ruthenium trichloride and activated alumina pellets (details on preparation 

are given in Chapter 3). This allowed investigation of a catalyst with known 

composition, preparation technique, and history. The experimental results obtained 

with this ruthenium catalyst are shown in Figure 15.
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Laboratory prepared ruthenium catalyst. 
Pre-feduced in hydrogen.
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Time (min)
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Figure 15. Result at 400°C for 2 wt% laboratory produced ruthenium 
catalyst. Reaction gas: 10.4% CO. At 37 minutes gas flow rate was 
cut in half, with no apparent effect.

The behavior of this catalyst was different from that of the commercial 

ruthenium catalyst in that no initial high reaction rate was observed. This is the 

expected result, based on earlier discussion, if consideration is made of the catalyst 

preparation technique. The catalyst was prepared by reduction of the metal salt. 

This method gives no opportunity for catalyst metal to dissolve oxygen or become 

oxidized.

5.2.2 Nickel Initial Reaction Rates

CO disproportionation experiments were conducted using nickel catalysts, to 

provide further understanding of the reaction. Nickel is known from the literature
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to be an effective catalyst for CO disproportionation, producing carbon deposition 

that is often accompanied by filament growth. Another advantage of conducting 

experiments on nickel catalysts is that there are more commercially available 

catalyst materials to work with. Catalysts that have a high loading of the metal 

(large weight percent versus the carrier) are available with nickel that are not 

available with ruthenium.

A commercial catalyst consisting of 55-60% nickel on Kieselguhr pellets was 

tested. Kieselguhr is a common catalyst carrier material that consists mostly of 

silica. The CO removal rate in this experiment started high, but dropped off with 

time over the duration of the experiment. Results from that experiment are shown 

in Figure 16.

Nickel Pellet Catalyst 
5 5 -6 0  wt% On Kieselguhr

a> 0.8 -
Pre-treated by reduction in 
hydrogen (3% in nitrogen) 
700  C for 1 hour.

.2 0.2  -

Time (min)

Figure 16. Effectiveness of nickel catalyst at 400°C. Reaction gas: 
81.6% C 0 2, 10.4% CO, 8 % N2.
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After this experiment SEM was used to examine the catalyst for carbon filament 

formation; none was observed. However, experimental evidence indicates that 

carbon was deposited during the experiment. This evidence was obtained by 

looking for the production of CO during gasification. Carbon gasification was 

conducted by heating the catalyst (and deposited material) to 800°C under a flowing 

C 0 2  atmosphere. GC measurements of the gas after passing over the catalyst 

revealed that CO was being formed.

Multiple regeneration of the high initial reaction rate was accomplished by 

conducting carbon gasification steps in between, as shown in Figure 17. The curve 

labeled second deposition run represents deposition performed after conducting 

gasification at higher temperature under flowing C 0 2  following the experiment 

shown in Figure 16. Gasification was done again, followed by the third deposition 

run, which showed a complete recovery of catalytic activity. The fact that the high 

initial reaction rate was repeatable in this manner indicates that the high rate was 

due to CO disproportionation and not just the oxygen effect discussed above.

Some oxidation of nickel could be occurring during the gasification steps, since 

the C 0 2  used is an oxidizing gas. How much of the initial reaction rate is due to 

oxidation and how much is due to disproportionation is not known. The issue of 

carbon deposition with this catalyst in initial reaction will be discussed in other 

sections of this chapter. The important question here is why nickel appears to act 

differently from ruthenium in the initial effects of oxygen presence. This is believed 

to be the result of the technique used to produce these commercial catalysts.
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Figure 17. Two additional carbon deposition runs conducted at 400°C 
on the nickel catalyst, with a gasification step between them to 
regenerate the catalyst.

The nickel catalyst discussed above was manufactured in a different manner 

than the commercial ruthenium catalyst. Based on examination of the pellets, 

ruthenium appears to have been applied by high temperature spray. Breaking the 

pellet apart reveals carrier without ruthenium on the inside; ruthenium is only in 

an outer layer of the pellet. For the nickel pellet, the appearance is uniform 

throughout, indicating that it was produced by mixing and compaction. Spray 

coating is expected to give a much greater opportunity for oxidation. Additional 

aspects of the differences of catalyst production will be discussed later.
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5.3 Ruthenium Steady State Reaction Rates

The results shown in Figure 14 for the commercial ruthenium catalyst reacted 

at 400°C indicated that there was some reaction continuing after the initial effect. 

At 600°C disproportionation will not occur, and reaction rate did go to essentially 

zero at this temperature. At 400°C conditions are suitable for CO 

disproportionation, and the results suggested that an amount of disproportionation 

was occurring, since the extent of reaction was clearly greater than zero.

Figure 15 revealed that the laboratory prepared ruthenium catalyst also gave 

a continuing reaction rate during the experiment. The reaction rate was steadily 

decreasing however. The rate of carbon deposition was calculated, based on the 

amount of CO removed. At about 30 minutes into the experiment, the calculated 

reaction rate was approximately 100 jugc° m in1- gRu-1. This rate is similar to the 

reaction rates determined for nickel catalysts (discussed later). The fraction of CO 

removed was small in these experiments since the catalyst metal loading was low.

An interesting effect was observed during the experiment with a laboratory 

prepared ruthenium catalyst shown in Figure 15. The overall reaction rate did not 

change when the reactor gas flow rate was decreased by half. This apparent 

independence of reaction rate from variations in gas flow rate indicates that the 

reaction occurring is limited by a kinetics step rather than by mass transport.

The laboratory prepared catalyst was subjected to a long duration of reaction.

, It was found that the reaction rate only decreased over many hours of exposure to 

the reaction gas and temperature. Analysis by SEM showed no carbon deposition
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in the form of visible filaments. Forms of carbon other than filaments are not 

expected to be detectable with the SEM employed.

A commercial powdered ruthenium catalyst with 10 wt% ruthenium on alumina 

was tested to evaluate steady state catalytic activity. The catalyst was pre-reduced 

in hydrogen prior to CO disproportionation testing. Results for the experiment, 

which utilized a gas containing 20.8% CO, are shown in Figure 18.

10 wt% ruthenium powder catalyst. 
Pre-reduced in hydrogen.

Time (hours)

Figure 18. Effectiveness of a well reduced powder ruthenium catalyst 
(10 wt% Ru on AI2 O 3  carrier) at 400°C. Reaction gas: 75.2% C 0 2, 
20.8% CO, 4% N2.

As with previously tested ruthenium catalysts, there was an initial CO removal 

attributable to oxide reduction. Beyond the initial effect, a decreasing reaction rate 

continued for the first few hours. Then the catalyst became completely deactivated.
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Another experiment was conducted, using pure ruthenium in a sponge powder

form. It showed essentially no catalytic activity, including no initial reaction or

activity after many hours, as can be seen in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Pure ruthenium reacted at 400°C in 75.2% C 0 2, 20.8% CO, 
4% N2.

Pure ruthenium powder. 
Pre-reduced in hydrogen

The lack of initial high reaction rate in this pure ruthenium experiment can be 

explained by the nature of the ruthenium material used. The sample was of high 

purity, and was not prepared as a catalyst. As such, the sample did not have any 

significant oxygen content from the start. No initial reduction effect would be 

expected, and none was seen.

In addition, pure ruthenium was run in 100% CO reaction gas, to determine if 

the lack of reaction with ruthenium was due to the large concentration of C 0 2
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employed in the earlier experiments. The result was the same: no catalytic activity 

was observed.

In summary, ruthenium was found to have some catalytic activity for CO 

disproportionation, but only when the metal is dispersed on a carrier. The reason 

for its lack of effectiveness in pure form was not determined. It may be the result 

of a lack of metal-support interaction, a subject to be discussed later.

The results of the above experiments make ruthenium appear to be an 

ineffective catalyst since its reaction rate steadily decays away. Filament growth on 

the ruthenium was expected after exposure. SEM images of ruthenium catalysts 

after long reaction times showed no visible carbon filaments. It is believed that 

under the conditions of this work, namely low CO content reaction gas, filament 

growth is not preferred; and without filament growth no appreciable carbon can be 

deposited before carbon coverage prevents further reaction. Under these conditions 

ruthenium catalysts are assumed to be deactivated by an encapsulating carbon 

deposit. The carbon deposit prevents reaction gas from reaching the catalyst metal, 

obstructing any further catalytic activity. The results gave indication of a short 

period of CO disproportionation. It is believed that this reaction was sufficient to 

generate enough carbon to encapsulate the ruthenium. Calculations to determine 

the amount of carbon required to encapsulate the metal were not possible since 

there is an inadequate knowledge of important parameters such as exposed catalyst 

surface area and carbon solubility in ruthenium.
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5.4 Catalyst Activation

An important activation effect was seen with the commercial nickel catalysts 

tested. The nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst experiment presented in Figure 17 was 

allowed to continue running to ascertain the effects of a large amount of carbon 

deposition. A different reaction gas was used consisting of 75.2% C 0 2, 20.8% CO, 

and 4.0% N2. The reaction was continued for a extended period of time. The 

results are shown in Figure 20.

% 0 . 8 -

C 0.6 -

b 0 .4 -

Nickel Pellet Catalyst: 
5 5 —60 wt% NI on Kieselguhr

°  0.2 -

1800
Time (min)

Figure 20. Result for long reaction time at 400°C with 20.8% CO 
reaction gas.

There was a significant increase in reaction rate after a period of about five 

hours. This was consistent with the literature where carbon deposition on nickel 

is often found to show an induction period followed by a higher reaction rate, for
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instance Audier1 8  stated that fragmentation caused by carbon deposition from CO 

disproportionation was necessary for high rates of reaction.

The catalyst used for the above experiment appeared when removed from the 

reactor to have undergone a significant change: The pellets nearest the gas entry 

point were expanded and broken up. They easily crumbled into powder. SEM 

analysis revealed no carbon filaments.

During what will be termed the initiation period, that period to the left of the 

minimum point in Figure 20, approximately 0.24 grams of carbon were deposited 

(a calculation based on the amount of CO removed from the gas stream). Thus for 

the total mass of nickel loaded in the reactor for the experiment, 0.017 grams of 

carbon per gram nickel were deposited. The solubility limit for carbon in nickel 

was studied by Lander, K enrand Beach . 5 4  Their data, which agreed with previous 

data, fit well to the equation:

In S = 2.480 - 4,880/T (6 )

where S is weight percent carbon. Their data spanned the temperature range from 

700°C to 1300°C. To determine the solubility at the reaction temperature used for 

these experiments, 400°C, extrapolation of equation 6  was required. The solubility 

was calculated as about 0.009 grams of carbon per gram of nickel. About twice as 

much carbon was deposited on and placed in solution in the catalyst as is soluble 

in the nickel metal at equilibrium. The calculations are based on the assumption 

that no carbide was formed. The excess carbon could have precipitated out at 

surfaces or other preferred locations, causing the catalyst material to break up.



Note that this breaking up is different than the fragmentation of the catalyst metal 

particles as seen in the literature and associated with filament growth. SEM 

showed that the nickel particles were not themselves breaking up, just the ceramic 

carrier matrix. This is a larger scale effect, but still presumed to be related to 

deposited carbon placing expansive stress on the carrier. In summary, it was found 

that the CO disproportionation reaction rate increased significantly after an 

initiation period, and subsequently the nickel catalyst had greatly increased activity.

Another experiment with a commercial catalyst showed the same type of 

response. The catalyst was pre-reduced in the usual fashion, but a reaction gas with 

less carbon monoxide (90.8% C 02, 5.2% CO, and 4.0% N2) was used. The result, 

as shown in Figure 21, was similar to that above, except that the time scale was 

multiplied by about four and the minimum in fraction reacted was lower. 

Comparison of this experiment with the previous one is difficult since there are 

apparently a number of coincidental mechanisms occurring; such as carbon 

saturation, catalyst break up land  catalyst deactivation.

The amount of carbon present at the end of the initiation period (the minimum 

in the curve) was estimated to be 0.009 grams per gram nickel, which is the same 

as the estimated carbon solubility limit for nickel.

An experiment was performed with a different nickel catalyst: a powder

containing 60-65% nickel on silica-alumina support. Details of the support are not 

known; it was believed to have a high silica content similar to Kieselguhr. The 

experiment was conducted with the gas that contained 10.4% CO.

98
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Nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst 
Rre-reduced in hydrogen.

% 0.8  -

b 0 .4 -
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Figure 21. Another long term reaction result for nickel catalyst using 
the 5.2% CO gas at 400°C.

The commercial powder catalyst behaved similar to the above nickel pellet 

catalyst. The results are given in Figure 22. At the minimum in the reaction rate 

curve, carbon loading was calculated as 0.0084 grams carbon per gram nickel, 

compared to 0.009 grams carbon per gram nickel at the solubility limit.

The shape of the curve in Figure 22 can be explained by drawing in extended 

curves of two assumed rates. The reaction rate resulting from carbon dissolving in 

nickel and depletion of any available oxygen is steadily dropping off. At the same 

time, increase in reaction rate from catalyst break up is occurring.
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6 0  wt% nickel on silica—alumina. 
Pre-reduced in hydrogen

Increasing rate from 
catalyst break up

Decreasing rate from carbon saturation

Time (hours)

Figure 22. The reaction result for 60-65 wt% nickel catalyst powder.
Drawn in are lines showing the suggested competing reaction rates.

This simplification allows the overall reaction results to be seen as the sum of two 

separate rates. Carbon produced by CO disproportionation initially dissolves into 

the nickel metal bulk. When carbon in the metal reaches its solubility limit, 

additional carbon being generated by disproportionation would supersaturate the 

metal. As a result, this additional carbon precipitates out. The carbon can then 

build up on surfaces of metal particles. This carbon places a mechanical strain on 

the catalyst causing it to break apart. As more carbon is deposited this effect 

continues, increasing the overall reaction rate as discussed previously. Finally, the 

reaction rate rises asymptotically to a steady value.

For this work the commercially produced catalysts used are considered to be in 

an undesirable form. These mass produced catalysts use low grade carrier material.
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They appear to have been produced by compacting or sintering a mixture of nickel 

metal and carrier. This is probably a less expensive technique, that may result in 

a portion of the active metal being buried within the carrier. As such, some of the 

metal loading is not exposed to reaction gas, or is tightly contained in a manner 

that restricts carbon growth on the metal particle surface. For this reason, high 

reaction rates are not seen until an experiment is allowed to run for an extended 

period of time.

It was observed in experiments with laboratory prepared nickel catalysts (the 

results are shown in a later section of this chapter) that only a slight initiation effect 

had occurred. This result is believed to be due to the laboratory prepared catalyst 

having most of its nickel content on external surfaces of the carrier, and very little 

buried within.

Additional understanding can be gained by considering the results of selected 

nickel catalyst experiments. Information about the gas and the catalyst used, and 

some results observed in these experiments are presented in Table 20. The 

numbers tabulated in columns a through c are given on a per gram nickel basis to 

allow for comparison.

As seen in column a, the amount of carbon deposited during initiation was fairly 

consistent between catalysts, and close to the carbon solubility limit in nickel, with 

the exception of when the 20.8% GO reactant gas was used. The information in 

column b indicates a linear relation between the minimum rate and CO partial 

pressure. The cause or importance for this could not be discerned.



Table 20. Nickel catalysts conditions during the initiation period for experiments 
conducted at 400°C Carbon solubility limit in nickel is estimated as 9 mgc/gNi.
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Gas used a c
(carbon
activity)

Catalyst 
type and 
run number

Loading 
at min.
mgc/gNi

a

Rate 
at min. 
/ife/min

b

Time at
min.
min/gNi

C

5.2% CO 3800 Pellet
(Ni-#2)

8.4 18 70

20.8% CO 60000 Pellet
(Ni-#4)

15 78 13

10.4% CO 18000 Powder
(# i)

8.4 42 2 0

10.4% CO 18000 Powder
(# 2 )

9.2 40 28

The columns are:

a. Loading at min. This is the amount of carbon deposited at the 
time of the minimum in catalyst activity during the initiation period.
It is an indication of the amount of carbon in solution and/or on the 
surface of the catalyst. It is given in milligrams of carbon per gram of 
nickel present in the reactor. For instance, if the catalyst was 
specified as 55-60% nickel on Kieselguhr, then the grams nickel would 
be taken as 0.575 (an average) times the dry weight of the total 
catalyst/support material loaded in the reactor.
b. Rate at min. The calculated carbon deposition rate at a given 
instant. In this case it is the rate when at the minimum (before the 
rate increases after initiation). Given in micrograms of carbon per 
minute for one gram of nickel in the reactor.
c. Time to min. This is the number of minutes from the beginning of 
the reaction to the time at which the catalytic activity minimum 
occurs, divided by the number of grams of nickel present. The units 
are minutes per gram nickel.

A  trend apparent from the data in Table 20 is that the time required for the 

initiation of increasing reaction rates was affected by the CO partial pressure of the
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reaction gas. The higher the carbon activity, the sooner high rates begin; although 

there was no direct relation between CO partial pressure, carbon activity, and 

initiation time. The trend would be understandable from the perspective that 

carbon deposition rates can be higher with increasing ae (as discussed in Chapter

1). Since the total amount of carbon required for initiation is similar for all of the
(

catalysts, with a higher ac this amount of carbon is deposited over a shorter period 

of time. However, since there are multiple mechanisms involved in the initiation 

period, definite conclusions allowing prediction of the character of initiation for a 

given catalyst are not possible.

5.5 Nickel Steady State Reaction Rates

Nickel catalysts were produced in the laboratory for additional experiments. 

One such catalyst was 2 wt% nickel on activated alumina pellets. The reaction 

results for this catalyst are shown in Figure 23.

The catalyst showed a steadily increasing reaction rate. The steady increase 

may have been due to some breaking up of the catalyst, increasing its surface area 

available for reaction. The experiment caused a slight amount of break up of 

catalyst pellets located at the inlet of the reactor. This effect would be similar, but 

on a much smaller scale, to that seen with the commercial nickel catalysts.

After a period of time the reaction rate began to drop off. This may have been 

due to catalyst deactivation, although no data was available to substantiate any 

particular cause.
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Laboratory prepared nickel catalyst 
2 wt% nickel on alumina
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Figure 23. Result for nickel (2 wt%) on activated alumina catalyst 
prepared in the laboratory from NiCl2. 20.8% CO gas, 400°C.

The total carbon deposited over the duration of this experiment was 

approximately 50 times the carbon solubility limit for the nickel present. This 

information allows comparison to the case in commercial catalysts where high 

catalytic activity was achieved after an initiation period over which the amount of 

carbon deposited was near the carbon solubility limit. Such an extensive initiation 

effect does not occur with the laboratory prepared catalysts. This is believed to be 

since the nickel placement with the laboratory prepared catalysts is primarily on 

external surfaces of the carrier, while the catalyst metal is dispersed throughout the 

ceramic carrier matrix with the commercial nickel catalysts.
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Another laboratory prepared nickel catalyst was produced with the intent of 

yielding the highest nickel loading possible with the method employed. The result 

was approximately 10 wt% nickel on alumina. Figure 24 gives the results obtained 

with this catalyst during an extended reaction.

co
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Laboratory prepared nickel catalyst 
1 0 wt% nickel on alumina
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Figure 24. Another laboratory prepared catalyst, with 10 wt% nickel 
on alumina. 20.8% CO reaction gas, 400°C.

For the total nickel present in this catalyst, the carbon solubility limit was 

calculated to be 0.018 grams. The total carbon deposited based on CO reacted was 

0.24 grams (which agrees with the actual weight gain of the catalyst after the 

experiment). This was more than ten times the solubility limit. This catalyst also 

had a slight amount of pellet break up nearest the reactor inlet.
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Earlier discussion noted three different types of initial reaction rate phenomena. 

One was high initial reaction rate due to pre-existing oxygen, where CO conversion 

was due not to disproportionation but to reduction of the catalyst metal. The 

second was also a case of high initial reaction rates, in part due to the oxygen effect 

above, but probably mostly due to what is believed to be a dissolved carbon build 

up in the catalyst metal to saturation (i.e. the commercial nickel catalysts). The 

third phenomena observed was no high initial reaction rate. This occurred with all 

of the laboratory prepared catalysts.

The reason for the lack of a high initial reaction rate in the case of laboratory 

prepared catalysts was explained as a result of the technique used to produce the 

catalysts. No oxygen was available at the beginning of reaction since the catalyst 

was made by reducing the salt, avoiding an opportunity for oxygen scavenging by 

the metal. Because the catalyst metal resides mostly on the surface, minimal 

initiation effect occurs. But, as in the commercial nickel catalysts, would not there 

be a tendency for carbon saturation effects to cause some variation in the initial 

rates? No definite answer can be given based on this work. It is believed that the 

effect seen with the commercial nickel catalysts is an anomaly involving peculiar 

mechanisms that cause reaction rate variation as the catalyst breaks up. The 

behavior of the laboratory produced catalysts is consistent with a singular 

mechanism with a rate limiting step such as diffusion of carbon through the catalyst 

metal, as discussed in Chapter 1.
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An additional experiment was conducted using a fresh sample of the 55-60% 

nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst. The results are presented in Figure 25. The figure 

clearly shows how a catalyst with an initiation period eventually reaches a steady 

state rate of reaction. In some cases the deposition rate continued to increase 

slightly for as long as the catalyst was exposed to the reaction conditions.

Nickel on Kieselguhr (#3) 
Standard pre-reduction

1200 1800
Time (min)

Figure 25. Results showing a steady state reaction rate with a fresh 
nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst (#3), reacted in 20.8% CO gas at 400°C.

The steady state CO disproportionation reaction rates (or carbon deposition 

rates) were compiled for all of the nickel catalyst experiments where the reaction 

rate flattened out to a reasonably steady value. A listing of the deposition rates for 

nickel catalysts is presented in Table 21. The units used for carbon deposition rates 

are micrograms of carbon per minute for one gram of nickel.
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Table 21 shows that deposition rates are approximately similar for the different 

types of catalysts and two different values of ac. The constant reaction rate with the 

' variation in ac is consistent with the theory presented in Chapter 1. With the high 

ac used in these experiments, operation is in the flat region of the deposition rate 

versus ac plot shown in Figure 4.

Table 21. Nickel catalysts steady state carbon deposition rates for experiments 
conducted at 400°C.

Gas used a c
(carbon activity)

Catalyst type and run 
number

Steady rate
/tfe/min

20.8% CO 60000 Commercial pellet 
(Ni-#3)

90

20.8% CO 60000 Commercial pellet 
(Ni-#4)

1 0 0

10.4% CO 18000 Commercial powder 
(# i)

1 1 0

10.4% CO 18000 Commercial powder 
(# 2 )

90

10.4% CO 18000 Laboratory 
2 wt% Ni

1 2 0

20.8% CO 60000 Laboratory 
2 wt% Ni (as above)

110 to 350

20.8% CO 60000 Laboratory 
10 wt% Ni

65

In Table 21 the case of the 2 wt% nickel laboratory prepared catalyst requires 

further explanation. That catalyst was reacted under both of the two reaction gases. 

The reaction rates were similar for the two different conditions. Also given in the
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table is a  rate of 350 n gc/min. This was the rate at the peak during the experiment 

(corresponding to approximately the 700 minute point in Figure 23). It is much 

higher than the other rates observed. This high rate is believed to be due to the 

greater surface area of catalyst metal. This greater surface area is a result of the 

high dispersion achievable when the catalyst has such a low metal loading. It 

should be kept in mind that although high reaction rates are desired, in this case 

it is at the penalty of a much greater total mass of catalyst material required, 

making it less useful for a space application.

A  factor that may make the deposition rate for the commercial nickel catalysts 

tested here deceptively low is that only a portion of the material in the reactor was 

broken up. Much of the nickel may not have been exposed to reaction gas. From 

this perspective, the catalytic activity of the laboratory prepared catalysts is believed 

to be significantly lower than that of the commercial catalysts.

A  potentially very important difference in these catalysts is the ceramic support 

material. The laboratory prepared catalyst was supported on alumina, while the 

commercial catalysts were supported on materials high in silica. Additional 

literature investigation for discussions of metal-support effects led to a reference 

that compared the effects of different supports on a nickel catalyst. Vannice and 

Garten (1979)55 found that nickel supported on silica had ten times the catalytic 

activity in converting CO and hydrogen to hydrocarbons than did nickel supported 

on alumina. Also, unsupported nickel had another order of magnitude less catalytic 

activity than nickel supported on alumina.

V*



A  point should be made here about experimental procedure and the 

comparison made between catalyst experiments. There was no control over certain 

variables such as surface area. The different catalysts tested had a number of 

different characteristics, any one of which could affect the results so that the 

conclusions reached here are unfounded. In future research on catalysts, a 

concerted effort should be made to eliminate as many of these variables as 

possible.

5.6 Carbon Gasification and Catalyst Regeneration

Carbon gasification experiments were conducted to investigate the ability to 

regenerate a catalyst containing deposited carbon. Gasification of the carbon 

deposit on a disproportionation catalyst is necessary for the application of interest 

here. The catalyst must operate removing CO for a extended period of time 

without replacement, making regeneration necessary.

During gasification the reaction of carbon with C 0 2  approached the 

thermodynamic equilibrium. When pure C 0 2  was the inlet gas, the outlet gas 

concentrations measured in the experiment were as plotted in Figure 26. As can 

be seen in the figure, the outlet gas mix (percent C 0 2) was essentially the same as 

that predicted from the CO disproportionation equilibrium curve in the stability 

diagram. This indicates that the kinetics of gasification in this work were fast 

enough to allow thermodynamic equilibrium to be reached. Similar results were 

not seen during CO disproportionation. The outlet gas concentrations did not

110
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achieve the equilibrium values during disproportionation, indicating that kinetics 

steps were limiting the reaction.

Disproportionation
Equilibrium

5  6 0 - Nickel
Metal

o 40 -

o 20 -

Nickel Carbide

Temperature (°C)

Figure 26. Stability diagram for nickel with experimental results for 
gasification with C 0 2. Initial gas composition •, final composition x.

The rates of deposition and gasification for the commercial nickel powder 

catalyst (#1) experiment were calculated and plotted in Figure 27. The carbon 

gasification steps conducted at 800°C caused the catalytic activity to decline 

progressively. Multiple regeneration at this temperature appeared to be 

deactivating the catalyst. This is unacceptable since multiple regeneration capability 

is required for long term use. Figure 27 shows two gasification steps and their 

debilitating effect on the carbon deposition rate.
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Figure 27. Results of deposition and gasification for nickel powder 
catalyst (#1) in 10.4% CO. The reaction temperatures are shown 
across the top of the graph.

SEM micrographs of samples of a catalyst showed what is believed to be the 

cause for this loss in catalytic activity. The nickel particles on the surface of the 

carrier agglomerated after a period of carbon gasification. Agglomeration would 

be expected to decrease the surface area available for catalytic reaction. SEM 

micrographs of the catalyst surface before and after exposure to sustained carbon 

gasification at 800°C are shown in Figures 28 and 29.



Figure 28. SEM micrograph of nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst 
that was exposed to 800°C in C 0 2  for a short time only.

Figure 29. SEM micrograph of the nickel on Kieselguhr 
catalyst (#3), showing agglomeration after carbon gasification 
at 800°C.
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An experiment was conducted with a fresh nickel powder catalyst (#2). 

Gasification steps were conducted at 700°C instead of 800°C. As can be seen in 

Figure 30, deterioration of catalytic activity was minimized by gasifying carbon at 

a lower temperature (700°C).
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Figure 30. Results of deposition and gasification for nickel powder 
catalyst (#2) in 10.4% CO. The reaction temperatures are shown 
across the top of the graph.

This experiment was repeated using a commercial nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst. 

A sample of this catalyst after the experiment was examined in the SEM. Figure 

31 shows that no significant agglomeration occurred. The reaction results shown 

in Figure 32 reveal that catalytic activity remained high after two regeneration steps. 

Thus, activity is maintained by conducting regeneration at lower temperature.



Figure 31. SEM micrograph of the nickel on Kieselguhr 
catalyst (#4) that was exposed to only 700°C for gasification. 
No significant agglomeration of nickel particles was evident.
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Figure 32. Deposition and gasification results for nickel on Kieselguhr 
pellet catalyst (#4) in 20.8% CO. The reaction temperatures are 
shown across the top of the graph.

A table was generated to display the catalytic activity loss after gasification steps 

in these experiments. Table 22 shows that lowering the gasification temperature 

can serve to prevent loss of catalytic activity. With the 55 wt% nickel on Kieselguhr 

catalyst (#4), catalytic activity for CO disproportionation was essentially the same 

after two carbon gasification intervals as it was before any gasification was 

conducted.

One disadvantage of using a lower temperature for gasification is that the 

gasification rate is less because of the different thermodynamic equilibrium, 

requiring more time to regenerate the catalyst.
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Table 2 2 . Effect of carbon gasification experiments on the catalytic activity. All 
rates are/igc/m in/gNi. Rates are 200 minutes after completion of gasification. Also 
given are the temperature and duration of the gasification.

Catalyst Initial
rate

Rate after first 
gasification 
(high temp. & 
duration)

Rate after 
second 
gasification 
(high temp. & 
duration)

Rate after 
third
gasification 
(high temp. & 
duration)

Powder
(# i)

106 6 8

(-36% from 106) 
(800°C, 35 min)

24
(-77% from 106) 
(800°C, 55 min)

(Not done)

Powder
(# 2 )

91 79
(-13% from 91) 
(700°C, 130 min)

83
(-9% from 91) 
(700°C, 180 min)

78
(-14% vs. 91) 
(700°C, 200)

Pellet
(#4)

104 98
(-6 % from 104) 
(700°C, 300 min)

1 0 2

(-2% from 104) 
700oC, 150 min)

(Not done)

Two catalyst beds would be used for the oxygen production plant: One in use 

removing CO from the gas stream, and the other off line being regenerated by 

carbon gasification. The system is workable as long as the rate of gasification is 

still greater that the rate of deposition.

An important consideration is that there is ho necessary restriction on the total 

pressure at which gasification is accomphshed. The thermodynamic equilibrium 

curve for CO disproportionation is shifted to lower temperatures at lower total 

pressures. Thus high conversions can be obtained with lower temperatures if the 

total pressure is lowered during gasification.
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The equilibrium C 0 2  gas concentration at one atm total pressure and at 700°C 

is high. Gasification at this temperature results in lower C 0 2  conversion and thus 

is wasteful, which would increase Martian atmosphere compression requirements. 

At lower total pressure however, the equilibrium curve is shifted to lower 

temperatures, as shown in Figure 33.

Disproportionation equilibrium 

/  Pressure -  1 atm

S  60-
issure -  0.1 atm

o 40 -
Pressurte -  0.01 atm

u 20 -

12001000
Temperature (°C)

Figure 33. Shift in the CO disproportionation equilibrium curve as a 
function of total pressure.

The result is that more carbon can be reacted to form CO per mole of C 0 2  at 

a given temperature by lowering the total pressure. Lowering the pressure, 

however, might reduce the rate of gasification. Fortunately, the rate of gasification 

was observed to be fast compared to the rate of the disproportionation reaction.
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Furthermore, since atmospheric pressure at the surface of Mars is normally less 

than 0 . 0 1  atm, the use of lower total pressure could be convenient, and could 

decrease C 0 2  pumping requirements for the Mars oxygen production plant.

5.7 Form of Carbon Deposition

TEM micrographs were used to show the manner in which carbon deposited on 

catalysts in this work. One manifestation of carbon, graphite fringes, are visible on 

TEM micrographs of sufficient magnification. These graphite fringes are the result 

of the structure of crystalline graphite, and can be used to provide positive 

identification of graphite in a micrograph . 5 6  The dimension of interest is the 

spacing between layers of the hexagonal planes of carbon atoms that make up 

graphite. This spacing is 0.335 nm . 4 1

On the TEM micrographs taken, spacing between the fringes was measured as 

0.335 nm j-  0.010 nm. TEM micrographs of nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst are given 

in Figures 34 through 40 on the following pages. Samples were prepared by 

dropping powdered remnants of the catalyst pellets onto a TEM sample holding 

grid. The grid was then shaken upside down to remove any material that did not 

adhere to it. This technique resulted in a small amount of fine particles of catalyst 

material resting on the grid.

The first micrograph, Figure 34, shows nickel on Kieselguhr (55-60 wt% nickel) 

as it appeared prior to exposure to high temperature or carbon deposition. The 

appearance is indistinct, making it difficult to distinguish the nickel from the
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Kieselguhr carrier. Based on experience with other samples, it is believed that the 

round objects seen in this micrograph are nickel metal.

The next micrograph shows this same catalyst material after use in a CO 

disproportionation experiment. This is the catalyst (#4) used in an experiment 

discussed earlier, the results of which were given in Figure 32. It was shown to be 

effective for CO removal from a gas stream by carbon deposition. The catalyst’s 

last treatment, before securing the experiment and removing it from the reactor, 

was a period of additional carbon deposition. As can be seen in the TEM 

micrograph of this catalyst shown in Figure 35, carbon was deposited in the form 

of graphite layers encompassing the nickel particles. The nickel particles are the 

dark objects seen in the micrograph, averaging 30 nm in diameter. Dark field 

imaging (which gives a diffraction pattern caused by crystal lattices) of the nickel 

particles indicated a polycrystalline material, as could be expected from a metal 

particle. The carbon is visible as the lines around the particles, which are graphite 

fringes caused by encapsulating layers of carbon. The fringes are more clearly 

visible in the next figure. This sample was taken from the inlet of the reactor, and 

might be expected to have been deactivated by carbon encapsulation.

Audier and Coulon2 0  also saw-this carbon encapsulation effect by TEM, which 

they termed "carbon shells." Their work did not contain details on the number of 

fringes seen. They did believe that gas can gain access to the metal particle at the 

openings of microcracks in the carbon shell.

120
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A  micrograph of another portion of this sample is given in Figure 36. It shows 

a different particle size (8.5 nm in diameter), with a similar encapsulation by 

carbon. In this micrograph-the-graphite fringes can be clearly seen. Also visible 

is what might be radial cracks in the carbon shell that allowed reaction gas access 

to the metal particle. Nickel particles in the sample varied from less than 10 nm 

to over 120 nm in size, most of which had approximately 30 graphite fringes, and 

none had notably more that 30.

Another sample was taken from nearer the outlet of the reactor. It showed a 

number of nickel particles with various numbers of graphite fringes less than 30. 

Figure 37 shows a portion of a particle with 10 fringes. It is believed that particles 

with less than 30 fringes are still active for disproportionation, while the particles 

with about 30 fringes are deactivated.

Confirmation that deactivation occurs at about 30 fringes was attempted by 

taking the sample material used above and giving it a significant amount of 

additional exposure to reaction gas under the conditions used previously (400°C). 

The additional carbon deposition was expected to be sufficient to deactivate the 

catalyst by carbon encapsulation. Nickel particles with this treatment were not 

found to have more than approximately 30 fringes, confirming that this number of 

fringes deactivates the nickel particles under these conditions.

Another discovery was made with this sample of deactivated catalyst. Carbon 

filaments were found. The filaments were few, and appeared to have grown from 

otherwise deactivated nickel particles. The filaments were all about 10 nm in
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diameter, and averaged 50 nm in length. They seem to have stopped growing, since 

the catalyst particle at their end appeared as though it was surrounded by a carbon 

deposit. A  micrograph showing these filaments is given in Figure 38. This was the 

only sample in which filaments were seen, either with SEM or TEM.

The effect of carbon gasification was also investigated using TEM. Figure 39 

is a micrograph of the same-sample material as used in Figures 35 and 36 that was 

placed in the reactor under conditions for gasification by C 0 2  (700°C) for a number 

of hours. The graphite fringes seen on the nickel particles before gasification 

disappeared. There does appear to be some sort of coating around the particles. 

This coating was not identified. It could be amorphous carbon of a "non-active" 

form that is not easy to gasify in C 0 2, There would be a concern that this coating 

might deactivate the nickel particle, but this does not appear to be the case since 

the particles are shown to effectively re-deposit carbon when placed back under 

disproportionation conditions.

An additional amount of carbon deposition at 400°C was performed on some 

of the catalyst exposed to gasification for the above, giving the result shown in 

Figure 40. The fringes were present again, indicating that carbon can in fact re

deposit on the nickel particles.

The conclusion drawn from this TEM work was that the carbon deposited 

during catalyst operation under the conditions used in this research was in the form 

of encapsulating layers around small nickel particles. Deposition can continue until 

about 30 layers of carbon are formed, at which time the particle is deactivated.
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Once deactivated, the particle can be reactivated by carbon gasification in C 02. If 

carbon deposition is continued after the point of deactivation by 30 layers, filaments 

of carbon can begin to grow.

To prevent filament growth in this system, gasification steps could be scheduled 

to be conducted before its inception. It is expected to be advantageous to not allow 

inception of filament growth. Filament growth is a concern for the oxygen 

production plant since it might cause irreversible damage to the catalyst, or loss of 

catalyst material from the reaction bed and carry over of filaments to other 

components of the system.

Attempts to find evidence of carbon deposition on a ruthenium catalyst using 

the TEM were unsuccessful.



Figure 34. Nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst before heating or 
carbon deposition.

Figure 35. Nickel on Kieselguhr catalyst after carbon 
deposition from CO disproportionation at 400°C.
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Figure 36. An 8.5 run diameter catalyst particle with 
approximately 30 graphite fringes (spaced 0.345nm).
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Figure 37. A nickel particle still catalytically active, with only 
1 0  graphite fringes.
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Figure 38. A carbon filament, grown after extensive additional 
carbon deposition.

Figure 39. A nickel particle after gasification of deposited 
carbon.
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Figure 40. Graphite fringes return to particles when placed 
back under deposition conditions after gasification.
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5.8 Selective Solid Adsorbent

An adsorbent was produced in the laboratory to test the concept of selectively 

adsorbing CO from a C 0-C 0 2  gas mixture. The approach used to prepare the 

adsorbent material followed that presented by Yokoe . 4 0  Activated (high surface 

area) alumina pellets were soaked in sugar water and then heated in a nitrogen 

atmosphere to create a carbonized layer. Cuprous ions were then applied by 

soaking the pellets with an aqueous solution of cuprous chloride and hydrochloric 

acid. Finally, the pellets were dried and then heat treated at 200°C in a nitrogen 

atmosphere.

The adsorbent pellets were placed in the reactor used for CO 

disproportionation experiments. They were tested for selective CO adsorption at 

low temperature by GC analysis to evaluate the fraction of CO removed from a 

known C 0 /C 0 2  gas stream. Desorption was also studied by raising the 

temperature to 125°C and measuring the amount of CO in the outlet gas stream.

The result of an experiment to test the adsorption of CO with this material at 

33°C is shown in Figure 41. This result can be compared to those presented 

previously for using disproportionation catalysts to remove CO. The mass of 

adsorbent used was approximately the same as the mass of catalysts tested. In the 

following, adsorbent mass is defined as the total mass of the adsorbent, including 

the carrier mass.
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Adsorption temperature: 33 C
Total CO adsorbed was
9.7 ml per gram of adsorbent.

Time (min)

Figure 41. Result of CO removal from a gas stream containing 10.4 
%CO, 81.6 % C 02, and 8  %N2  by a cuprous ion containing selective 
solid adsorbent at 33°C.

Excellent selectivity was exhibited by the adsorbent in this experiment. CO was 

effectively removed from the gas stream, while there was no apparent removal of 

C 0 2  by the adsorbent. The total amount of CO adsorbed during this step was 9.7 

ml per gram of adsorbent.

After this adsorption cycle was completed, the gas flowing through the 

adsorbent was switched to helium, and the temperature of the adsorbent was raised 

to 125°C. GC samples were taken to provide quantitative analysis of the gases 

desorbed by this temperature swing. The purity of desorbed CO was about 95%, 

the remainder being C 0 2. The outlet gas flow rate was measured by rotameter,
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allowing determination of the amount of CO desorbed over time at 125°C. The 

result of this step is shown in Figure 42.

Amount of CO adsorbed 
in previous experiment.

Desorption of CO at 1 25 C

■e— b

Time (min)

Figure 42. A plot showing the desorption of CO after the previous 
experiment in which 9.7 mlco per gram of adsorbent was adsorbed.

Two more adsorption/desorption experiments were performed, the second with 

double the adsorbent mass loaded in the reactor vessel, and the third with the same 

adsorbent mass loaded as the second but double the gas flow rate. The results of 

these experiments are presented in Table 23. The selectivity of this adsorbent was 

indicated by the high adsorption of CO, while concurrent C 0 2  adsorption was not

observed.
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Table 23. Results of selective adsorbent performance experiments at 33°C.

Experiment Adsorbent 
Mass (g)

Volume CO
Adsorbed
(ml)

Specific CO 
Adsorption
(m l/ §adsoibent)

Volume C 0 2  

Adsorbed
(ml)

# 1 21.9 2 1 0 9.7 0

# 2 45.6 430 9.4 0

#3 (Double 
Flow)

45.6 440 9.6 0

For comparison, Yokoe et a t2 reported adsorption of 19 ml/gm  CO and 

2  ml/gm C 0 2  at 40°C using an adsorbent prepared with CuCl and activated 

alumina.

This data proves the feasibility of the concept of using an adsorbent to 

selectively remove CO from a gas stream containing dilute CO in C 0 2. Additional 

work is necessary to gain understanding of the mechanisms involved, and to 

extrapolate this knowledge to choose a metal and support composite that will be 

most effective under conditions for optimum operation of the Mars oxygen 

production plant.

If decreasing pressure instead of increasing temperature is used as the means 

to desorb CO, it could result in overall system energy savings by avoiding a heat up 

step. Pressure swing might also allow a smaller system. For instance, no cooling 

radiator would be needed to bring temperature back down after desorption. Also, 

the adsorbent might be more stable for long term use when held at constant
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temperature in a pressure swing system, since temperature transients can be more 

destructive to materials than pressure variations.

Oxygen is produced in the ceramic electrolyte cells at high temperature 

( i  e. 800°C). Less cooling of the process stream between the oxygen production 

cells and the CO selective adsorbent would be required if the adsorbent is able to 

perform at high temperature. Thus, substitution of a metal or composite that is 

able to selectively adsorb CO at high temperature (without CO disproportionation 

occurring) is of potential value, and should be investigated.

5.9 Closing Discussion

The evidence provided by this work, while not conclusive, supports the 

presumptions that both catalytic GO disproportionation and CO selective adsorption 

could be used to efficiently separate CO from a C 0 /C 0 2  gas stream in a Mars 

oxygen production plant.

As is already known to those familiar with catalysts, the preparation of an 

effective catalyst for a particular application can be a very difficult process. A  

number of factors have a significant effect on the end result. One approach to 

catalyst design has been more art than science: trial and error. The other approach 

would be to determine the-effect of each important variable, a difficult matter 

considering the large number of variables.

Many factors that have been found in this research and the literature to have 

a potentially significant effect on the function of a CO disproportionation catalyst.
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Most of these factors apply to adsorbents as well. For example, important factors 

are listed here to provide a "checklist" of items to be considered in planning future 

research.

a. Catalyst metal used: Metal selected 
Alloying 
Morphology 
Structure

b. Catalyst approach: Pellet, powder or monolith 
Catalyst loading on support 
Means of applying catalyst to support

c. Support material: Type of ceramic
Strong Metal-Support Interaction 
Surface area and porosity

d. History of the catalyst: Phases present 
Dislocations 
Grain size

e. Metal particle status: Particle size 
Wetting to support 
Interaction with support 
Surface roughness 
Dispersion 
Surface area

f. Pre-conditioning: Reduction
Annealing/Cold working 
Activation

g. Reaction conditions: Temperature 
Gas constituents 
Gas mixture 
Duration of reaction
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x 6.1 Summary of Conclusions

Following is a summary of conclusions drawn in this thesis with a review of 

their support arguments.

The first conclusion discussed was that initial reaction rates using a CO 

disproportionation catalyst can be significantly affected by its pre-conditioning 

history. This was made clear by analysis of experiments conducted using ruthenium 

catalysts pre-treated only by heating in inert gas. Initially, reaction rates were high 

enough to allow complete conversion (removal) of the CO present in the reaction 

gas. After a short period of time the reaction rate dropped off considerably. High 

initial reaction rates occurred even when reaction temperature was greater than was 

thermodynamically possible for CO disproportionation. This indicated that a 

reaction other than CO disproportionation was responsible for initial CO removal. 

It is believed that the reaction occurring was reduction of the catalyst metal oxide 

by CO (thus removing CO from the gas stream, and creating C 0 2). Confirmation 

of this belief was accomplished by testing a catalyst that was reduced in hydrogen 

prior to the experiment. The duration of initial high reaction rate diminished 

notably. In addition, when laboratory produced catalysts were tested (one using 

ruthenium and others using nickel), they did not show high initial reaction rates. 

This was attributed to the fact that laboratory produced catalysts were prepared by
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reduction of metal salts, instead of the more common techniques used in 

commercial production (i. e. spray coating or mixing, compaction, and sintering). 

The commercial techniques are believed to provide opportunities for oxygen 

scavenging by the catalyst, and oxidation of the catalyst metal.

The second conclusion was that useful reaction rates for the ruthenium catalysts 

tested were short lived. In the experiments conducted using ruthenium catalysts, 

reaction rates were sustained for a relatively short period of time. The reason for 

this was considered to be that the ruthenium was quickly deactivated by a small 

amount of carbon deposition:

The third conclusion reached in the discussion was that activation of catalysts 

in certain configurations occurs by in situ reaction over an initiation period. This 

activation is the result of carbon deposition breaking apart the catalyst support 

material.

This conclusion is based oh the macroscopic evidence of catalyst pellets 

breaking into powder after an initiation period under reaction conditions. The 

literature often discussed fragmentation of catalyst metal, usually associated with 

filament growth. That effect was not seen in this system, based on SEM analysis. 

Increasing reaction rates occurred in parallel with catalyst breakup on the macro 

scale during carbon deposition. The breakup is believed to be the result of carbon 

deposition causing an expansion that stressed the carrier matrix until it fractured. 

The increasing reaction rate is believed to be a result of increasing surface area of 

catalyst metal exposed to reaction gas. The catalyst metal was previously buried
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within the carrier material. Another effect of catalyst break up that could cause 

increased reaction rate was that greater room (open volume) was made available 

for additional carbon to deposit and fill into. This effect did not occur on 

laboratory prepared catalysts, believed to be a result of the catalyst metal residing 

mostly on external surfaces of the carrier.

The fourth conclusion was that steady state reaction rates for nickel catalysts 

were acceptable. Commercially produced catalysts with high nickel loading, after 

an initiation period, had high steady state reaction rates for an extended time. 

Laboratory produced nickel catalysts had useful reaction rates, although not always 

as high at the commercial ones. This was attributed to strong metal-support 

interaction. The commercial catalysts, with primarily silica as the carrier (support) 

material, gave higher reaction rates than the laboratory prepared ones that used 

alumina as the carrier. This effect was consistent with the literature.

The fifth conclusion was that gasification by C 0 2  of carbon deposited on a 

catalyst can be accomplished, to successfully regenerate the catalyst for continued 

use. This was proven in experiments where high temperature operation reversed 

the disproportionation reaction. This caused generation of CO from C 0 2  in the 

reaction gas and carbon deposit on the catalyst. It was found that gasification 

temperature was important. If gasification temperature was too high, agglomeration 

of the catalyst metal resulted in loss of overall disproportionation activity. By using 

a lower gasification temperature, the catalyst returned to approximately its prior 

reaction rate for CQ disproportionation after the gasification step.
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The sixth supported conclusion was that carbon deposited on nickel catalyst 

under the conditions of this research was in the form of layers encapsulating the 

nickel particles. Those particles remained catalytically active until the carbon 

deposit reached a certain thickness around the particle.

TEM was used to show the form of carbon deposited. Carbon was identified 

by its graphite fringes, visible at high magnification. This form of carbon has been 

seen before in the literature, but is uncommon compared to the more often seen 

filaments.

The final conclusion was that an adsorbent can be prepared that selectively 

removes CO from a CO/COj gas stream. This was shown in experiments 

conducted on an adsorbent prepared in the laboratory using cuprous ions on an 

alumina carrier. This adsorbent removed CO from the C 0 /C 0 2  gas stream without 

removing C 0 2. Upon heating the selective adsorbent, the CO was desorbed in a 

quantity close to the amount adsorbed. Only a small amount of C 0 2  was desorbed, 

also indicative of good CO adsorption selectivity. After desorption, the adsorbent 

was again able to selectively adsorb CO. This indicated that the selective adsorbent 

could be operable for multiple cycles in long term tise.

6.2 Concluding Remarks

The purpose of this research was to determine a feasible means of separating 

CO from C 0 2  in a Mars oxygen production plant. The primary effort was to 

investigate catalytic CO disproportionation, to find an effective catalyst that would
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allow this novel technique to be used for CO separation under the conditions of 

interest. Such a catalyst was found. For example, nickel metal particles supported 

on a ceramic high in silica, where the nickel loading is high (50 wt%), was shown 

to effectively remove large amounts of CO from C 0 2  by depositing carbon on the 

surface of the nickel. The catalyst was able to be regenerated by carbon 

gasification using C 0 2, thus allowing continued long term use.

Some effort was also expended to test and compare the use of a selective solid 

adsorbent as the means to separate CO from C 0 2. This approach also was shown 

to be effective using an adsorbent with cuprous ions on an activated alumina 

support. Regeneration of this adsorbent by desorbing the CO at a higher 

temperature was found to be effective. The experimentation done on adsorbents 

was inadequate to derive conclusions about specific mechanisms and optimization 

factors. The improvement of adsorbents could be undertaken by many avenues: use 

of other metals than copper, use of a thin film of one metal on a  different metal, 

or work to enhance metal-ceramic interactions. It would be especially useful to 

design the selective adsorbent to operate at a higher temperature, and use pressure 

swing for desorption.

For application to the Mars oxygen production plant, the following calculations 

assess the CO removal techniques. Since this research did not provide fundamental 

rate data, these calculations are very rough. They only give an idea of the tangible 

end result of the work conducted here. They are of limited value for system design 

since they involve extrapolation from actual data.



Oxygen is produced in the electrochemical cell by the overall reaction

co2 = co + y2o2.
Thus, using the assumption that the required oxygen production rate is 10 kg per 

day, there will be 17.5 kg per day of co-product CO produced that must be removed 

from the process stream.

Using catalytic disproportionation to remove CO:

2 CO = C  + C0 2,

3.8 kg per day of carbon would be created, which amounts to 2.6 g per minute. The 

nickel catalysts used in this research had carbon deposition rates of about 1 0 0  jug 

per min per gram nickel in the catalyst. Much higher rates are probably possible 

from some of the catalysts tested. For example, the commercial nickel catalysts 

never completely broke up in the experiments conducted. From this existing rate 

information, to obtain the CO removal rate required the recirculation gas must be 

passed through a bed containing 26 kg of nickel. If the catalyst is 50 wt% nickel, 

52 kg total catalyst mass is required. Since the catalyst must be routinely 

regenerated, two catalyst beds would be required so that one could be on line while 

the other is undergoing carbon gasification.

Based on these calculations, a total of about 100 kg of catalyst would be 

required for a Mars oxygen plant design based on this research.

For use of a selective adsorbent to remove co-product CO, the 17.5 kg per day 

is equivalent to 11,000 ml per minute CO at 1 atm and 33°C. The adsorbent tested 

in this work was able to remove CO at a high rate that was not measurable in the

139
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experimental apparatus used. In this case removal rate does not appear to be 

limiting compared to the total amount of CO that can be adsorbed before 

saturation requires regeneration of the adsorbent (a desorption cycle). Because of 

this, another variable exists: operating time between cycles. Cycle rate would 

probably be determined by energy/cost considerations. For this calculation, one 

determination of cycle time can be made. Since the minimum cycle time is 

dependent on the rate that CO is desorbed (assuming that only two adsorbent beds 

are used), and desorption rate information can be deemed from Figure 42, 

desorption rate can be used as the limiting rate. The desorption rate was about 

0.13 ml per minute per gram adsorbent.

Thus to remove the required amount of CO, 84 kg of adsorbent is required. 

Again, twice this mass is required to keep one adsorbent bed in service while the 

other is being regenerated by desorption of CO. A  total of 170 kg of adsorbent 

would be required for a Mars oxygen production plant using this approach, based 

on the selective adsorbent tested in this research.

Direct comparison of these masses is not appropriate since the regeneration of 

the two different CO removal systems is accomplished quite differently. Operating 

energy requirements are an important consideration. A  greater system mass can 

be acceptable if less energy input is required to operate the system, since lower 

energy requirement can reduce the mass of the power generation apparatus that 

must be brought to Mars to run the system.
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A  final recommendation for the preferred integrated approach would require 

more research on catalysts and adsorbents to determine fundamental rates. In 

addition, comparison of the techniques would require in depth analysis of oxygen 

production plant systems and their integration.

6.3 Future Work

For catalytic disproportionation, obtaining fundamental rate information is 

necessary to increase understanding of the mechanisms involved, and provide 

precise calculations for systems comparison. A  thermogravimetric balance would 

allow such kinetics determinations. An effort should be made to define a catalyst 

with the best combination of metal loading and metal-support interaction. It will 

then be necessary to test catalyst regeneration in conditions duplicating actual use, 

particularly a large number of cycles.

For the selective solid adsorbent approach, work is necessary to conceptualize 

and test other metals and techniques to optimize operating temperature, and 

adsorbent efficiency. A  thermogravimetric balance would also be useful for rate 

determinations on adsorbents. Finally, multiple cycling with a large number of 

cycles, and study of the use of pressure swing, has yet to be tested with this 

approach.

Research on catalysis and adsorption is ongoing in a broad range of fields; from 

pollution control to fuel synthesis, and for the enhancement of various chemical 

processes. Still there is a great deal that is not understood. Efforts such as those
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of this work that help increase understanding of these complex subjects could be of 

wide ranging value.
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Appendix A

Reactor Characterization Calculations

This Appendix shows calculations used to characterize the experimental reactor 

vessel. It also includes literature values and calculations for various properties of 

carbon dioxide (C 02) and carbon monoxide (CO).

Some of the important numerical properties to be calculated are:

Average gas flow rate through reactor tubing, vx.

Reynolds numbers, R e.

Prandtl numbers, Npi:.

Nusselt numbers, Nu.

Heat transfer coefficient, h.

These numbers were used to determine if the gas was completely pre-heated 

prior to entering the reaction'region of the reactor. Characteristics of the catalyst 

reaction region will also be evaluated in order to assist in understanding reaction 

rates observed in the reactor.

A.1 Gas Flow Characteristics

The first calculation will be for the average linear gas flow rate through a tube, 

vx (cm- sec"1), for a tube of radius r (cm). This is calculated from known volumetric 

flow rates v (cm3- sec"1) by equation A l.
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X 971 f
A1

Equation A1 allows calculation of the room temperature (298 K) average gas 

flow rates from volumetric flow rates obtained with a rotameter. The rotameter 

was calibrated using the soap bubble method with an inert gas cushion. The inert 

gas was employed to prevent CO or C0 2  from dissolving in the soapy solution. The 

following table gives average flow rates for the reactor inlet tubing (r = 0.203 cm) 

and catalyst containing region if unencumbered by catalyst material (r = 1.44 cm). 

Table A l. Average gas velocities at 298K.

Rotameter v (cm? /min)
Reading |

Vx (cm/sec) inlet Vx (cm /sec) reactor

40 | 9,9 1.28 0.025

80 28.6 3.68 0.0732

1 2 0 66.7 8.58 0.171

The average velocity, at a particular reactor temperature T  (K), is scaled as 

follows:

v*(T) A2

The Reynolds number for this system, useful in determining the type of flow 

(laminar or turbulent), can be calculated using equation A3:
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R„ D vx P 
P

A3

In equation A3, D  is the characteristic dimension, in this case the tube diameter 

(cm); p is the density of the gas (g° cm'3); and ju is the fluid viscosity in poise (which 

is the same as g° cm'1- sec"1). Density for an ideal gas is given by equation A4:

M ( ± )

22,400 —
mol

[IH ]
273 ]

where M is the molecular weight of the gaseous species.

A4

Viscosity for a gas was calculated using the Lennard-Jones constants, a and n, 

available in the literature . 5 7  Equation A5 is then used to determine the viscosity 

of a gas:

p = 2.6693 X  IQ- 3  A5
02O

where M is molecular weight and T is temperature (K).

The results of the Reynolds number calculations are given in Table A2 . It is 

clear from these results that flow in the inlet tubing is laminar, since all values are 

well below 1900. The value of 1900 for the Reynolds number is used here as the 

transition between laminar and turbulent flow in a smooth tube.
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Table A2. Reynolds numbers for the inlet tubing (D = 0.406 cm) with flowing
co2.

Flow
(cm/sec)

Re for temperatures (°C)

0 2 0 0 300 400 500 600 700 800

1.28 6 . 8 4.2 3.7 3.2 2.9 2.7 2.5 2.3

3.68 2 0 1 2 1 1 9.3 8.4 7.7 7.2 6 . 6

8.59 246 28 25 2 2 2 0 18 | 17 15

The Prandtl number is defined as:

= M k
A 6

where cp is heat capacity in J« mol"1- K ' 1  and k  is the thermal conductivity of the gas 

in J» sec'1" cm'1- K'1. The heat capacities for CO and C 0 2  to be used in equation 

A 6  are calculated using the following equations : 5 8

For C02: cp 10.34 + 0.00274 T 195500
T 2

ca l . \ 
mol K/

A7

For CO: c„ = 6.60 + 0.00120 T A 8

P \m o lK /
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Thermal conductivity for the Prandtl number is calculated using : 5 9

ACT B A9
J1 4* ■ 1 ■ +■ '

T T 2

values for the constants in equation A9 were given as:

C 0 2  A = 0.036900; B =-0.38380; C = 964.00; D = 1.8600 X 106

CO A = 8.3900 X 10-6; B = 0.64090; C= 86.050

Prandtl numbers were calculated using equations A 6  through A9. The results are 

given in the following table for both COz and CO at the temperatures of interest. 

Table A3. Prandtl numbers for C 0 2  and CO at various temperatures (°C).

0 200 300 400 500 600 700 800
co2 0.76 0.74 0.71 0.69 0.69 0.68 0.68 0.70
CO 0.74 0.73 0.72 0.73 0.73 0.74 0.75 0.76

A 2  Heat Transfer

Using an approach similar to one shown by Geankoplis , 6 0  heat transfer to a 

gas in laminar flow can be determined as explained in the following steps:

a. Calculate the bulk mean properties for the flowing gas in the tube. For this 

it is necessary to predict the outlet gas temperature (outlet from the length of tube 

in the hot region). For a first iteration, assume that the outlet gas temperature 

attains the temperature of the hot region of the furnace which is set and maintained 

by the furnace controller. The bulk mean temperature is the average of inlet and 

outlet temperatures, which is then the average of room temperature (298 K) and
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furnace temperature. For this bulk temperature one must calculate the bulk 

viscosity, fib; the bulk Reynolds number, R e(b); the bulk Prandtl number, Npr(b); and 

the tube wall viscosity, For the tube wall viscosity, assume tube wall

temperature to be that of the furnace.

b. The bulk Nusselt number, N ^ ,  for a tube of length L (cm) is then : 6 0

1.86 ê(b)
D '
L,

V0.14

^w/
A10

c. With the bulk Nusselt number, the heat transfer coefficient (h) can be
l

obtained since:

Nu(b) = —  A = Nu(b) kb- A l lu(b) L  D

The heat transfer coefficient has the units of sec'1- cm"2- K"1.

Table A4. The average heat transfer coefficients with flowing C 0 2  through 20 cm 
of inlet tubing.

Flow
(cm/sec)

h (X 104) for temperatures in °G

0 2 0 0

1
300 400 500 600 700 800

1.28 3.4 4.5 5.1 5.6 6 . 1 6 . 6 7.0 7.4

3.68 4.8 6.4 7.2 ■ 7.9 8 . 6 9.3 1 0 1 1

8.58 6.3 8.5 9.5 1 0 1 1 1 2 13 14
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d. By a heat balance

™ s  (Tout ™ Tin) = ^ A AT,ave A12

where

AT. (Twall ~ Tm) + (Twall ~ Tout) 
2

A13

m = v_ ( i tr2) —  (— 1 , A = k D L (cm2) . A14
M V860/

Equation A12 is solved for Tout? the calculated gas temperature leaving the length 

of tubing. Simplification yields the following equation:

_ j h A C T ^ - T ^ + l h c , ! , .
^O U t 1 „ a .—hA  + m e - 

2  P

e. Using various values for (the reactor temperature) with Tjn equal to 298 

K, and a tube length L  of 20 cm, the derived gas outlet temperature for each 

reactor temperature can be calculated. A  variety of reactor temperatures that are 

of interest for disproportionation experiments were considered. Table A5 gives the 

results of these calculations. The table shows that the calculated temperatures of 

the preheated gas closely match the reactor temperatures.
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Table A5. Temperatures of pre-heated gas for various furnace temperatures and
gas flow rates.

Flow
(cm/sec)

Temperatures in °C

Reactor 2 0 0 300 400 500 600 700 800

1.28 Gas 2 0 0 300 400 500 599 699 799

3.68 Gas 2 0 0 299 399 499 599 699 799

8.58 Gas 199 299 399 498 598 698 797

f. Further iteration can be conducted using the Tout results of this trial to 

determine a new predicted average bulk temperature. This is not necessary in this 

case due to the close match obtained.

It can be concluded that the gas is adequately pre-heated to the furnace set 

temperature. Since the reactor has a transition from the small diameter tubing to 

the large diameter tubing of the catalyst region, and the gas then passes through a 

fritted disk which is expected to be at reactor temperature, complete pre-heating 

is probably achieved before the gas impinges upon the catalyst.

A 3 Reactor Characteristics

The next set of calculations will determine the characteristics of the catalyst 

region of the reactor. The assumption will be made that the catalyst is in the form 

of pellets, since this is the most common form used in the experimental program.

To calculate the Reynolds number in the region of the reactor holding the 

catalyst, consideration must be made for the effect of catalyst pellets on gas flow.
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For a packed bed the Reynolds number is given by Geankoplis as:

Dpv*P
(1 -8 ) I*

A16

where Dp is the packed bed effective diameter and e is the void fraction of the bed. 

The other variables are the same as used in the Reynolds number calculation for 

a tube without the bed. The void fraction is the volume of voids in the bed divided 

by the total volume of the bed. The typical void fraction for the reactor bed and 

catalyst used herein was e = 0.4.

To determine D , one compares the specific surface of the pellet in the bed to 

that of a spherical pellet. Defining specific surface, a^, as surface area divided by 

volume of a given pellet shape. For a sphere of radius r, the specific surface is:

4?! r 2  

— 7 E r 3

3

3
r A17

Dp for a sphere is the same as the diameter of the sphere (Dp = 2r). Thus, for 

a sphere, equation A17 reduces to equation A18:

6
D

A18

Equation A18 can now be used to determine Dp for any shape by calculating the 

appropriate a^ for the shape of interest.
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For a cylindrical shaped pellet of radius r  and height h, specific surface is:

2  (it: r2) +2 %rh 
n:r2h

A19

Determining Dp for the cylindrical pellets requires substitution of equation A19 into 

equation A18. For pellets used in this work, the average radius was 1.6 nun and 

the average height was 3.5 nun, which yields a value for Dp of 3.3 nun.

Using the above, the Reynolds number for the catalyst region of the reactor was 

calculated. The results for three reactor temperatures and the previously used gas 

flow rates are given in Table A 6 .

Table A 6 , Reynolds numbers for reactor with C 0 2  gas flowing through packed 
cylindrical catalyst pellets with effective diameter of 3.3 mm.

Flow v  ̂
(cm/sec)

Re
o°c 400°C 800°C

0.025 0.018 0.0086 0.0061

0.0732 0.053 0.025 0.018

0.171 0 . 1 2 0.059 0.042

From Bird, Stewart and Lightfoot, 6 1  the value of the Reynolds number for a bed 

(where e < 0.5) at which flow transitions from laminar to turbulent is 10. This 

indicates that gas flow through the catalyst (or adsorbent) bed is laminar.

Another physical transport property of interest is the gas residence time, the 

amount of time a given flowing gas molecule has to react with the catalyst.
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Residence time in seconds is given by equation A20:

Residence time 60 (Reactor Bed Volume) 298
T (K )

A20

For equation A20 the reactor bed volume is defined as the volume of the reaction 

region that contains the catalyst or adsorbent bed. Reactor bed volume was 

measured as 24 cm3.

The results of this calculation (for the three flow rates considered previously) 

are shown graphically in Figure Al.

66 .7  ml/min

28.6 ml/min

9.9 ml/mii

500
Temperature (*C)

Figure Al. Graph of reaction bed gas residence time versus reactor 
temperature.

In the figure it can be seen that, for the common flow rate used in the 

experiments (28.6 ml/min), residence time changes some with variation of the
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reactor temperature. The residence time is decreased by about 30% as reactor 

temperature is increased from 400°C (common deposition temperature) to 700°C 

(a gasification temperature). The transport kinetics in the reactor would thus be 

expected to change with temperature comparably.



Appendix B

Specific Materials and Chemicals Used

Reaction gases used in experiments:

1. 5.21% CO 3.99% N2  90.80% C 0 2  (±  0.02%)
Primary Standard, supplied by Matheson G as.'

2. 10.4% CO 7.99% N 2  81.61% C 0 2  (±  0 .0 2 %)
Primary Standard, supplied by Matheson Gas.

3. 20.8% CO 3.98% N 2  75.22% C 0 2  (±  0 .0 2 %)
Primary Standard, supplied by Matheson Gas.

4. 100% C 0 2

Research grade (99.995%), supplied by Matheson Gas.

5. 1 0 0 % CO
CP Grade, supplied by Linde.

Catalysts materials purchased from chemical suppliers:

1. Ruthenium, 0.5 wt% on alumina pellets 
Janssen Chemica #19.547.50

2. Ruthenium, 10 wt% on alumina powder
Johnson Matthey #11756, Carrier material: high purity gamma alumina, 
anhydrous, -325 mesh

3. Ruthenium, pure
Johnson Matthey #12062, ruthenium sponge, -20 mesh, 99.95%

4. Nickel, 55-60% on Kieselguhr pellets 
Johnson Matthey #122499, 3.2 mm pellets

5. Nickel, 60-65 wt% on silica-alumina powder 
Johnson Matthey #31276
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Materials used to prepare catalysts iirthe laboratory:

1. Activated alumina pellets ■
Johnson Matthey #31268, 9 9 % A12 0 3, 3 . 2  mm pellets, 90 m2/g  surface area.

2 . Ruthenium (III) chloride, 99.9%
Johnson Matthey #11043, RuC13  « xH20

3. Nickel (II) chloride, ultrapure 
Johnson Matthey #53131, NiCl2  • 6H20

4. Hydrochloric Acid, 36.5-38%
Baker analyzed

Materials used prepare the selective solid adsorbent:

1. Activated alumina pellets
Johnson Matthey #31268, 99% A12 0 3, 3 . 2  nun pellets, 90 m2/g  surface area.

2. Activated alumina spheres
Condea Chemie #T K  194, 1.5-2 mm spheres, 200 m2/g  surface area.

3. Granulated table sugar 
Kingston brand

4. Copper (I) Chloride, 99+%
Aldrich Chemical #22.433-2
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